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Abstract
Superfluid helium droplets (HeN ) have attracted strong interest as cold hosts for the
investigation of weakly bound molecules. While the host-dopant interaction is weak for
neutral molecules, ion impurities may be surrounded by frozen shells of polarized helium
(He) atoms. An extreme example of the different behavior is given by alkali metal (Ak)
impurities that stay at the surface of the droplet but immerse into the droplet as cations
releasing a considerable amount of binding energy.
The experimental and theoretical results of this thesis are presented in the following
way: First, two-photon experiments and two-step excitations of rubidium (Rb) on helium droplets are presented. Here, the bound character of the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state of Rb
on the helium droplet has been used to further excite an Ak atom fully attached to the
surface of a helium droplet. The excitation of the Ak atom is of the form n2 D←n2 P←n2 S.
Second, the formation of Rb+ snowballs in the center of HeN is shown after the ionization of single Rb atoms on HeN using resonant two-photon ionization. The possibility
to create large artificial atoms consisting of an Ak ion core surrounded by He is discussed.
Third, the behavior of cesium (Cs) atoms on He droplets has been re-examined and
compared with results of other groups. We found that Cs does not desorb from the
surface of the He droplet when excited with certain photon energies close to its 62 P1/2
(2 Π1/2 ) state similar as Rb. Moreover, we use this behavior to form Cs+ snowballs in
the center of the He droplet.
Fourth, the formation of a positive charge inside the helium droplet with an electron
orbiting around the complex is of tremendous fundamental interest and is often called
Sekatskii atom. The creation of Rydberg states of Ak atoms on helium droplets with
n ∼ 100 may be an option to create such a system. With this in mind we monitored the
shift of the ionization threshold of Rb and Cs atoms due to the influence of the helium
droplet as well as the lifetime of highly excited states of Cs atoms on HeN .
Fifth, Ak clusters (Akn ) are formed on the helium droplet and are examined. The
formation process of the Akn leads to different species. The clusters can exist in lowand high-spin configurations, which should show different properties.
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Kurzfassung
Suprafluide Heliumnanotröpfchen werden als Matrix zur Untersuchung von schwach
gebundenen Molekülen genutzt und haben in den letzten Jahren großes Interesse erfahren.
Die Wechselwirkung zwischen Heliumnanotröpfchen und Dotiersubstanz ist im Fall von
neutralen Molekülen gering. Im Gegensatz hierzu können ionische Fremdkörper von
gefrorenen Heliumschalen umgeben sein. Ein Extrembeispiel für das unterschiedliche
Verhalten von neutralen und ionischen Teilchen sind Alkaliatome. Während das Alkaliatom sich auf der Oberfläche des Heliumnanotröpfchens befindet, dringt das Kation
unter Freisetzung von Bindungsenergie in das Tröpfchen ein.
Die experimentellen und theoretischen Resultate werden in folgender Reihenfolge dargestellt: Zunächst wurden Zwei-Photonen-Experimente und Zwei-Stufen-Anregungen
von Rubidium (Rb) auf Heliumnanotröpfchen untersucht. Auf Grund des gebundenen Charakters des 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) Zustands von Rb auf Heliumnanotröpfchen kann das
Alkaliatom in höhere elektronische Zustände angeregt werden, wobei es sich während der
Anregungen auf der Oberfläche des Heliumnanotröpfchens befindet. Die untersuchte Anregung des Alkaliatoms ist von der Form n2 D←n2 P←n2 S.
Des Weiteren wurde die Bildung von Rb+ Schneebällen, die sich im Zentrum des Heliumnanotröpfchens befinden, nach resonanter Zwei-Photonen-Ionisation beobachtet. In diesem Zusammenhang wird die Möglichkeit diskutiert, ein großes künstliches Atom zu
erzeugen, welches aus einem Alkalikation umgeben vom Heliumtröpfchen besteht.
Die Eigenschaften von Cäsiumatomen (Cs) auf Heliumnanotröpfchen wurden erneut untersucht und mit Resultaten von anderen Arbeitsgruppen verglichen. Eine wichtiges
neues Ergebnis ist, dass Cs ähnlich wie Rb nicht von der Oberfläche des Tröpfchens
desorbiert, wenn Cs mit Photonenenergien nahe seines 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) Zustands angeregt
wird. Mit dieser Erkenntnis ist es gelungen, Cs+ Schneebälle im Inneren des Tröpfchens
zu formen.
Die Erzeugung einer positiven Ladung im Tröpfchen mit einem Elektron, welches sich
außerhalb dieses Komplexes befindet, wird in der Literatur als Sekatskii-Atom bezeichnet. Die Erzeugung von Rydbergzuständen von Alkaliatomen mit n ∼ 100 wäre eine
Möglichkeit ein solches ungewöhnliches Rydbergsystem zu kreieren. Vor diesem Hin-
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tergrund wurde sowohl die Verschiebung der Ionisationsenergien von Rubidium- und
Cäsiumatomen, die durch den Einfluss des Tröpfchens verursacht wird, als auch die
Lebensdauer von hochangeregten Zuständen des Cäsiumatoms auf Heliumnanotröpfchen
beobachtet.
Den Abschluss der Arbeit bildet die Erzeugung und Untersuchung von Alkaliclustern
(Akn ), die sich auf Heliumnanotröpfchen bilden. Auf Grund des Erzeugungsprozesses
entstehen Akn in verschiedenen Zuständen. Die Cluster können sowohl in Niedrigals auch in Hochspin Zuständen existieren und sollten unterschiedliche Eigenschaften
aufweisen.
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1. Introduction
The possibility to create atoms and molecules on the surface or in the interior of rare gas
clusters allows one to study systems isolated in a nanoscale host. The clusters consist of
up to several thousand rare gas atoms, which are weakly bound to each other, and can
be are widely used isolating atoms or molecules.
Tailored systems can be created by a pick-up technique, where the clusters are subsequently doped with foreign complexes. These systems can be experimentally manipulated, which allows one to study the interaction between dopant and cluster, too. 6 The
study of single complexes itself can be seen as a link between an atomic and a macroscopic picture.
Clusters or droplets consisting of helium (He) atoms are moreover a nearly ideal spectroscopic matrix. They build an isothermal low-temperature environment (T∼ 370 mK
for 4 He), where single atoms or molecules can be examined. 4 He nanodroplets (4 HeN )
give us the possibility to study the effect of superfluidity on a microscopic scale. Due to
the low interaction between 4 He and other molecules the disturbance induced by the HeN
is very low compared to other matrix isolation techniques. The research done on systems
consisting of doped He nanodroplets is part of the fundamental research in physics and
physical chemistry.
In this work the interaction between single alkali-metal (Ak) atoms in higher electronic states as well as the interaction between Ak+ ions with the He nanodroplet are
examined. In addition, large Akn clusters of the heavy Ak atoms rubidium (Rb) and
cesium (Cs) on HeN in different spin configurations are observed for the first time.
In this chapter we present theoretical aspects of He nanodroplets as well as a motivation for the experiments. First the properties of liquid He are discussed. Second
the production of He nanodroplets and aspects about supersonic beam expansion will
be explained. At the end of this chapter we give an overview of the current scientific
developments in this specific field, which leads to our motivation.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Helium
Rare gases are known as the most inert elements, which means among other things
that they cannot share electrons with other elements in chemical bonds easily. This
originates from their filled electronic shells. Here, helium has been aggregated to liquid
nanodroplets or clusters. In the following we explain the properties of this noble gas as
well as the production of He nanodroplets or clusters in detail.
Helium is the lightest rare gas and is known as the most inert element. It has been
first discovered by Jules Janssen in 1868 as a spectral line at a solar eclipse. 7 Nearly 30
years later helium was found on earth by William Ramsay in 1895. The first time helium
was liquified was in 1908 done by Heike Kamerlingh Onnes. There are several features
of helium, which were discovered soon: e.g. helium could not be solidified at this time.
Furthermore, there is a singularity and a density maximum in the temperature profile of
the specific heat at 2.2 K. All this phenomena can be explained with today’s knowledge.
There are two stable isotopes (3 He, 4 He) with an ionization potential of ∼ 24.59 eV. 8
Both have two protons and one (3 He) or two (4 He) neutrons, which defines 3 He as a
fermion with a resulting spin of 1/2 and 4 He as a boson with a resulting spin of 0.
Their ground-state configuration is 1s2 , so that no p-part exists in their ground state.
Their boiling points are 3.19 K and 4.21 K, and at atmospheric pressure both remain liquid at zero temperature (Fig. 1.1). Liquid 4 He as well as 3 He have special characteristics.
At the so-called λ-point 4 He undergoes a phase transition. Above the λ-temperature
of 2.18 K at 1 atm it is called He I; below He II (cf. Fig. 1.1), whereby both have different
properties. 7 He I behaves like a usual fluid in contrast to He II being superfluid.
3

He also undergoes a phase transition, but at much lower temperature (2.6 mK) at
1 atm. The reason for the different behavior of 4 He and 3 He is the quantum statistics.
For fermions like 3 He-atoms it is forbidden by the Pauli exclusion principle that more
than one fermion is in the same one-particle state. 3 He-atoms form weakly bound pairs,
so called Cooper pairs, at the λ-point. These pairs have in sum zero spin and behave as
bosons, which explains their superfluidity. As 3 He has not been used in our experiments,
we only describe the properties of 4 He in the following.
Macroscopic as well as microscopic objects can move without fiction inside a superfluid up to a certain speed limit, which is called Landau velocity. 9 The heat conductivity
in He II is so high, that there is no temperature gradient inside the fluid and the evaporation takes place only at the surface. This has been studied by Kapitza 10 as well as by
Allen and Misener 11 in 1938. By watching the oscillation of a torsional pendulum, which
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Figure 1.1.: In the phase diagram of 4 He the different possibilities to form He
droplets are displayed. Most expansion modes follow an isentrope, which cuts the
vapor pressure curve. The different points (1-5) correspond to different temperatures and pressures of the source and lead to different maximum He droplet sizes.
1: atomic beam with high intensity; 2: He droplets (N̄i ≤ 104 He atoms); 3: He
droplets (N̄i ≤ 107 He atoms); 4: He droplets (N̄i ≤ 1012 He atoms) and slow velocities (v ∼ 15 m/s); 5: He II expansion from solid He. 6 Here, mainly He droplets
from starting point 2 are used. Fig. taken from Ref. 6 (modified).

is submerged in liquid helium, it was seen that the moment of inertia of the pendulum
decreases below the λ-point, 12 meaning that there is only small viscosity and entropy.
Tisza 13 and later Landau 9 explained this by a two-liquid model, where one component
is normal and the other is superfluid. The proportion of the two components in He II is
temperature-dependent. At the λ-point 4 He consists only of the normal component and
acts as an usual fluid. At zero temperature it consists of the superfluid part only.
A good explanation for the Landau velocity is given by McClintock. 14 By exciting
superfluid He the normal fluid is formed and thermal energy is created. The excitations
consist of two density fluctuations, rotons and phonons. Rotons are low temperature
excitations with an energy of ∼ 6 cm−1 (cf. Fig. 1.2). 15 Phonons are sound waves with
an energy of
E = c~k,

(1.1)
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Figure 1.2.: Dispersion curve of superfluid 4 He at 1.1 K taken from Ref. 16.

where c is the velocity of sound, ~ is Planck’s constant and k is the wave vector. The
dispersion curve of superfluid helium (Fig. 1.2) shows two minima at Q → 0 Å−1 and
Q → 2 Å−1 and a maximum at Q → 1.2 Å−1 .
The first region from 0 Å to the maximum is called phonon branch; the second one
roton branch. The energy and momentum conservation conditions for the creation of
a single roton have been studied by Landau 9 and have led to an upper limit for the
superflow’s velocity

d
≥ .
(1.2)
dp
p
If this velocity is excessed in the case of elementary excitation, multiple rotons are created. The same holds also for the motion of microscopic objects through He II, whereby
the velocity is mass-dependent. For infinite masses the Landau-velocity is vL ∼ 58 m/s.
At higher velocities the energy of the moving microscopic object is dissipated by creating
a pair of rotons.
The interaction between rare gas atoms can be described with a Tang-Toennies potential model, which characterizes the van der Waals potentials in an accurate way
(Fig. 1.3). 17,18 Calculations predict only one weakly bound state for the dimer with
a binding energy of ∼ 1.3 mK. 17,19 Due to these low binding energies He dimers and
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Figure 1.3.: Calculated potentials of the homonuclear noble gas dimers: He2 , Ne2 ,
Ar2 , Kr2 , Xe2 , and Rn2 . Fig. taken from Ref. 18.

trimers were first observed in a non-destructive way some years ago by Schollköpf and
Toennies. 20,21 Nevertheless, He atoms can agglomerate more easily to droplets under
certain conditions.

1.2. Helium nanodroplets
He nanodroplets (HeN ) are usually produced by a supersonic free-jet expansion of cold
gaseous He. The formation of clusters was already observed at the beginning of supersonic beam experiments. With He this was first shown by Becker in 1961. 22 In our days,
He nanodroplets are mostly produced by expanding gas or liquid at high stagnation
pressure of p0 = 20 − 100 bar and a low temperature of T0 ∼ 5 − 25 K through a nozzle
or an orifice into vacuum. 23 In the “subcritical” expansion, which is the usual mode, the
initial state in the source is gaseous (cf. Fig 1.1 (2)). Expansion from the initially liquid
state is called “supercritical” expansion (cf. Fig 1.1 (3)). Let us discuss the production
of He droplets by free-jet expansion, their beam velocities, the HeN intensities and sizes,
and HElium NanoDroplet Isolation spectroscopy (HENDI).
Free-jet expansion and He cluster growth
The structure of a free-jet expansion under continuum conditions has to be derived
within the theory of thermodynamics. 23 Fig. 1.4 shows the characteristics of a freejet expansion. A skimmer extracts the beam centerline. We will discuss the features
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Figure 1.4.: Schematic of a supersonic free-jet expansion. Features are explained
in the text.

qualitatively and accomplish this by giving equations of numerical calculations.
He gas is at rest in a reservoir with a stagnation pressure p0 and a temperature T0 .
The ambient pressure pa outside the gas source is much smaller than p0 . 24 The He
gas is accelerated and expanded through the nozzle, because of the significant pressure
difference p0 − pa . The velocity at the orifice reaches sonic velocity (M = 1), if the
pressure outside the nozzle pa is low enough. For this the ratio p0 /pa has to fulfill
p0
≥G=
pa



γ+1
2

γ
 γ−1

,

(1.3)

with the adiabatic coefficient γ. G is for all gases < 2.1. If equation 1.3 is fulfilled the
exit pressure of the beam becomes independent of pa and is given by

p = p0

2
γ+1

γ
 γ−1

,

(1.4)

which exceeds pa in most cases. Consequently the He beam is further expanded toward the ambient pressure pa . This goes along with expansion waves (cf. Fig. 1.4). 24
Compressing waves are produced by the reflection of the expansion waves at the free-jet
boundary, which turn the free-jet boundary into beam direction. Also the flow becomes
supersonic (M > 1), meaning that the flow is faster than the speed of sound, and M
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increases with an increasing distance from the orifice (M >> 1). 23 The He gas expands
isentropically and overexpands the boundary conditions (e.g. p = pa ). A recompression
by shock waves takes place: the Mach disk normal to the beam centerline and the barrel
shock at the sides (cf. Fig. 1.4). 24 The Mach disk is characterized by the change from
M >> 1 to M < 1 (free molecular region). The distance between orifice and Mach disk
location xm itself was first characterized by Bier and Schmidt 25 and is given by
p
xm /d = 0.67 p0 /pa
(1.5)
with the diameter of the orifice d. The expansion is in its center region isentropic and
independent of pa , which explains the widely used term “zone of silence”. 23
Due to the high stagnation pressure p0 the mean free path is small compared to the
orifice diameter d (here 5 µm). In a free-jet expansion no external heat dissipation occurs
(isentropic), so one has an adiabatic process. The particle density n decreases rapidly
2
with the distance x from the orifice (n(x) ∝ xd ), which leads to an adiabatic cooling
of the expanding gas. The internal energy of the gas is mostly transferred into kinetic
energy. Near the orifice the particle density is high enough for collisions, leading to a
further temperature decrease. Looking at the phase diagram in Fig. 1.1 we see that
the expansion follows an isentrope, which cuts the vapor pressure curve. At this point
condensation starts and He droplets grow. 26 This continuous flow regime, where the
clusters grow, ends slowly with a decreasing collision rate. The “quitting surface” at xq
separates this regime from the following collision-free region. Note, that the quitting
surface is a region and not a well defined edge. According to Toennies 26 xq can be
estimated by ∼ 1000/d. More exactly xq can be calculated with 23


Sk,∞ 3/2
xq = d
.
(1.6)
3.232
Sk,∞ is the terminal speed ratio and will be derived later, where the speed ratio is genv
. The cluster is then further cooled by evaporative cooling of
erally defined as S = ∆v
outer droplet atoms to a final temperature, which is T ∼ 370 mK for 4 He. 26 In Fig. 1.5
one can see the different regions: cluster growing and evaporative cooling.
Beam velocity and terminal speed ratio (following Ref. 23)
To determine the velocity of the droplet beam as well as the speed ratio S one has to
consider the velocity distribution of the atoms in the He flow. The most used distribution
model is a Maxwell distribution, where the velocity is separated into one in flow direction
(vk ) and one normal to it (v⊥ ). As a consequence the temperatures have to be separated
into Tk and T⊥ , too (cf. Fig. 1.4). The anisotropic Maxwell-distribution is given by


1/2 


m
m
m
m
2
2
f (v) = n
× exp −
(vk − v̄k ) −
v , (1.7)
2πkB Tk
2πkB T⊥
2kB Tk
2kB T⊥ ⊥
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Figure 1.5.: Representative scheme describing the process of cluster formation
and subsequent cooling. Subsequent cooling times were calculated in Refs. 27,28.
Figure taken from Ref. 26 (modified).

with the mass m, Boltzmann’s constant kB , and the velocity v. The mean velocity in
forward direction v̄k is then
s
2
v̄k =
(1.8)
mkB Tk
and the end velocity vk,∞ is given by
s
vk,∞ =

2kB
m



γ
γ−1


T0 .

(1.9)

For noble gases (γ = 35 ) it follows
r
vk,∞ =

5kB
T0 .
m

(1.10)

In supersonic free-jet expansion the velocity distribution becomes narrower, which is
expressed by a decreasing temperature. The speed ratios of both Sk and S⊥ behave
equally in the continuum flow region. At the quitting surface, when the flow goes over
into a molecular flow region, the collision rate decreases. As a consequence the speed
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ratio in forward direction does not change anymore and is called terminal speed ratio 23
Sk,∞ = A

"
√


2 n0 d

53 C6
kB T0

1/3 #B
,

(1.11)

(p0 in Torr), the orifice diameter
with the particle density for He n0 = 3.22 × 1016 × p0 300
T0
d in cm, A = 0.527, B = 0.545 , and the Leonard-Jones potential parameter C6 =
2.1252 × 10−67 J/cm6 . 23 A more convenient expression with the stagnation pressure p0
in bar can be derived
" √

1/3 #B
53 C6
2 p0 d
Sk,∞ = A
.
(1.12)
1000 kB T0 kB T0
The terminal Mach number, which is an often used number, is then given by
p
Mk,∞ = 2/γ Sk,∞ .

(1.13)

In general, a supersonic beam has two specific characteristics: (i) a supersonic beam has
v
increased velocity compared to an effusive beam, (ii) the longitudinal speed ratio ∆v
increases.
HeN sizes and intensities
The average He number size of He nanodroplets, which depends on source temperature
and stagnation pressure, is shown in Fig. 1.6 for the case of a 5 µm nozzle. One can see
that the average number N̄ of He atoms varies between several hundred and ∼ 2 × 104
He atoms, when the droplets are produced in the subcritical expansion mode. 26
In our experiments it turned out that the size distribution of HeN is of importance, so
that we will give here examples and derive an approximation for the total HeN flow. In
Ref. 29 the size distribution of HeN was determined for several nozzle temperatures and
stagnation pressures. In the subcritical mode (Fig. 1.1, point 2) this follows a log-normal
distribution with a width comparable to their mean size
P (N ) = √

(lnN −µ)2
1
e− 2δ2 ,
2πN δ

(1.14)

µ and δ, are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, of the variable’s natural
logarithm. In the supercritical regime (lower temperatures) the clusters are formed by
the fragmentation of liquid He and are very large consisting of ∼ 2 × 105 − 107 He atoms
(Fig. 1.1, point 3). Because of the different formation processes, they follow a linearexponential distribution. 30 Also even larger droplets can be produced by a Rayleigh
break-up. The number of He droplets, which are formed and arrive at the detection
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Figure 1.6.: Mean droplet size N̄ and diameters D0 of 4 He nanodroplets in different
modes of jet operation. Features of the different operation modes are described in
the text. Figure taken from Ref. 26 (modified).

area, can be estimated as follows. The total mass flow ṁ in g/s of a subsonic expansion
is independent of the background pressure p0 and can be estimated with 23,24
s

(γ+1)/(γ−1)
γW
2
ṁ = p0 a
.
(1.15)
RT0 γ + 1
W is the molar mass of He (∼ 4 g/mol), a = π(d2 )/4 is the area of the orifice, and
R = 8.314 J/molK is the gas constant. According to Pauly 24 the centerline intensity in
forward direction (y = 0) of the beam is given by
I(y = 0) =

2
ṁ.
π

(1.16)

The intensity is decreased by the presence of the skimmer and the distance between
orifice and detector to 23



r 2
xd
2
2
I = I(y = 0) × 1 − exp −Sk,∞ ( ) (
)
.
(1.17)
xq xd − xs
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With our conditions this can be estimated as I ∼ I(y = 0), because Sk,∞ > 100. For
the conversion from the beam intensity given in g/s to He atoms per second one has
to divide the intensity by the molar mass W of He and multiply it with the Avogadro
constant NA = 6.02214179 × 1023 mol−1 :
I[He atoms sr−1 s−1 ] =

NA
I[g sr−1 s−1 ].
W

(1.18)

Until now we have calculated the number of He atoms per second. With a simple division
by the mean droplet size to obtain the number of He droplets in the detector area, one
would neglect the formation process of the droplets and assumes that all He atoms in
the beam are transformed into droplets. But the droplets start the evaporative cooling
process leading to the final temperature of 370 mK at a specific temperature, which
depends on the source conditions. 6 The amount of energy, which one He atom takes
away when evaporating, before reaching the final temperature is not clear. Only when
a temperature of 370 mK is reached, the evaporation of one He atom from the droplet
corresponds to an energy release of 7 K. 26 Roughly the number of He atoms, which have
to be evaporated, to cool the droplet from the liquid-vapor line down to 370 mK will be
of the same magnitude as the surviving He atoms for our source conditions. Therefore
the intensity of the beam has to be reduced by this amount:
I
If inal ∼ .
2

(1.19)

Let us assume a stagnation pressure of 20 bar and a nozzle temperature of T0 = 9.8 K.
This leads to ṁ ∼ 0.2×10−3 g/s, I = 0.127×10−3 g sr−1 s−1 ≡ 1.9×1019 He atoms sr−1 s−1 ,
and If inal ∼ 0.95 × 1019 He atoms sr−1 s−1 . This corresponds to a droplet fluence of
1.9 × 1015 droplets sr−1 s−1 with an estimated mean size of 5000 He atoms per droplet.
This calculated number coincides with experimental data published in Ref. 31, where
the fluence of He droplets has been derived from the fluence of transported molecules
by a droplet beam.
The radial size of the He droplet is of importance, too. HeN is expected as spherical in
the ground state so that its radius can be estimated easily with the equilibrium distance
between single He atoms
R = r0 N 1/3 ,
(1.20)
where r0 is the unit radius for the rare gas and N is the number of atoms in the cluster.
For 4 He this is r0 = 2.22 Å. 32
He nanodroplet isolation spectroscopy (HENDI)
He nanodroplets are widely used as powerful tool to isolate small compounds and observe their properties in an ultracold environment. A whole special issue of the Journal of
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Chemical Physics is dedicated to this topic: J. Chem. Phys. 115, 22 (2001). Since then
several review articles (cf. Ref. 6,26,33–35) have been published concentrating on He
droplets and its applications. We want to name some of them. Chemical reactions 36–38
on an atomic scale in a low-temperature environment have been monitored. Also the
formation of high-spin alkali-metal clusters has been observed for the first time. 39 In recent experiments large protein ions were trapped in a HeN consisting of N̄ ∼ 1010 − 1012
He atoms. 40 The main advantage of HENDI over other matrix isolation methods is the
low interaction between dopant and superfluid He 26 , so that one can use the droplet as
a cooling agent without having a strong influence on the dopant and often speaks of a
nanocryostat.
The droplets can be easily doped with molecules (or atoms) by passing through vapor
of the dopant. The vapor can be created with several techniques. A pick-up cell filled
with a solid can be heated (sublimation), which is simple if the needed vapor pressure
can be reached with temperatures below ∼ 500 ◦ C. Laser ablation 41 as well as electron
bombardment 42 are used for high temperature evaporation, too. For liquid or gaseous
molecules a gas pick-up is favorable, where the molecules are carried into the pick-up region already in gaseous form. For the experiments described in this thesis only a heated
pick-up cell filled with the dopant was used. This doping method was introduced by
Scoles and co-workers for a different type of noble-gas clusters 43 and was adapted later
by Toennies et al. for He droplets. 44
One can imagine the nanodroplet as a ballistic bullet, which collides with atoms or
molecules on its flight way. The pick-up cross-section is close to the size of the droplet, so
that a vapor pressure of ∼ 10−5 mbar is enough for picking up single particles. The pickup itself leads to a decrease of the droplets’ size. The kinetic and the internal energy of
the impacting particle as well as chemical potentials are transferred to the nanodroplet.
Subsequently He atoms evaporate and the droplet shrinks in size. For 4 HeN an excess
energy of ∼ 5 cm−1 corresponds to the evaporation of one He atom. 26 Usually every
pick-up of an atom evaporates several hundred He atoms. 45 In chapter 7 the pick-up of
Ak atoms and the subsequent formation of large Ak clusters on He droplets is described.
Here, the energy release of Ak clusters in different spin states can be compared with
the proposed shrinking size of the droplet and its initial size. The number of particles
picked-up follows a Poisson distribution
z k −z
e
(1.21)
k!
with the number of particles k and the average number of collisions z as given in Ref.
46, which is slightly modified in the case of surface-located dopants like alkali-metal
atoms. 30,47
Pk (z) =
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Most dopants immerse into the droplet. There are only some exceptions, which reside
on the surface and form a dimple. In general these are heliophobic particles as 3 He 48 ,
alkali-metal atoms 49 and their small clusters 50 . Alkaline earth-metals are a marginal
case. 51 Ancilotto and co-workers 52 introduced a dimensionless parameter, which proposes the solvation of a dopant in the droplet
λ=

ρRm
.
21/6 σ

(1.22)

σ is the surface tension, ρ is the number density,  is the well depth of a dopant-He
pair potential, and Rm is the equilibrium distance. Dopants with λ < 1.9 reside on the
surface. Molecules with values > 1.9 immerse. 26 In general, the attractive interaction
between the impurity and the He atoms has to be stronger than between 4 He-4 He that
the particle immerses.
The temperature of He droplets has been determined by the observation of rotational
spectra of OCS molecules embedded in He droplets. As the line intensities follow a
Boltzmann distribution the temperatures of the He droplets could be derived to T ∼
370 mK (4 He) and T ∼ 150 mK (3 He). 53,54

1.3. Motivation
This work is mainly motivated by fundamental research interests. He nanodroplets provide the unique possibility to study atoms or molecules at low temperature (∼ 370 mK)
in a superfluid environment. The interaction between excited alkali-metal (Ak) atoms
and superfluid helium has found tremendous interest in the past. Takahashi et al. examined D1 - and D2 -line fluorescence spectra of Rb and Cs in superfluid He and explained
their results in terms of the spherical bubble model. 55 Alkali-metal atoms on He nanodroplets have been studied in various experiments (cf. Refs. 39,49,56–58), where it
turned out that the Ak atom in its electronic ground state (n2 S1/2 ) resides in a dimple
on the surface of the droplet. Due to the surface location of the Ak atom the system can
be described with a pseudo-diatomic model, where one atom is the HeN and the other
is the Ak atom. Usually, the Ak atom leaves the surface of the He nanodroplet when
electronically excited due to the strong Pauli repulsion between electron and helium.
Until now, the only known exception for this are the 52 P1/2 state of Rb 59,60 and Cs. 4 For
several reasons the examination of higher electronic states and of the ionization of single
Ak atoms has been neglected so far. At the beginning of this work only excitations of
Ak atoms to their (n + 1)2 P (K, Rb, Cs) and n2 D (Rb only) states were known to us,
which have been reported meanwhile. 61
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On the other end of the energy scale, positively charged ions strongly attract helium,
which has been predicted in theoretical calculations (cf. Refs. 62–69) and found in
experimental works (cf. Refs. 70–72). Highly excited Rydberg states could close the
gap between low excited states, desorbing from the nanodroplet, and positively charged
alkali-metal ions, which have been investigated in this work, too. As the mean distance
between alkali-metal core and valence electron can exceed the nanodroplet size, the repulsive part of the pseudo-diatomic potential, where the He nanodroplet is treated as a
fictitious atom, should change dramatically. A situation could occur, where the Ak+ core
immerses and the electron surrounds the whole He nanodroplet. In this case one could
speak of an artificial supersized atom. Also, a perturbation of the Ak atom induced by
the presence of the He droplet should have an influence on the ionization threshold of
the Ak atom and may lower this.
In addition, electrostriction is of general interest in various scientific fields. The strong
attractive forces between positively charged alkali-metal ions and He atoms lead to solidlike structures. A first solid-like shell of He atoms surrounds the Ak+ ion. For several
Ak+ ions a second layer, most probably bubble-like, can be identified in theory. 65 The
experimental examination of this effect can be probed by ionization experiments of He
nanodroplets loaded with Ak.
Furthermore, in modern material science the design of nanoscaled materials is of huge
interest, as they can combine well understood properties of single atoms with those of
bulk material. The observation of small cluster formation can help to fill the knowledge
gap between single atoms and bulk material. Especially alkali-metal clusters are worthwhile to be observed as the bonding character of high- and low-spin Akn differs strongly
with large magnetic moments in the first case 73 and delocalization of valence electrons
in the second 74 In contradiction to other experimental techniques, the formation process
of alkali-metal clusters on He nanodroplets favors the formation of such clusters in their
high-spin configuration. Nevertheless also the creation of low-spin clusters is possible.
In this work we try to illuminate these aspects using HENDI.
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This chapter provides a description of our experimental setup, which includes
the vacuum setup (Section 2.1). Specifications of the measurement equipment and the theoretical background of the analyzing methods are given and
explained (Section 2.2). These are laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) measurements, dispersed emission spectroscopy, beam depletion (BD) spectroscopy
with a Langmuir-Taylor detector, ZEro Kinetic Energy (ZEKE) electron spectroscopy, mass spectrometry with a time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer
and a quadrupol mass spectrometer (QMS). After first fruitless ionization
experiments of Rb on He nanodroplets the equipment for ZEKE spectroscopy
has been self-developed and the one for TOF has been set up. Therefore both
are described in more detail.

2.1. Vacuum system
Figure 2.1 provides a schematic setup of the vacuum chamber including the different
detectors. The used vacuum system consists of two separately evacuated chambers: the
source and the detector chamber. Both chambers are connected to each other with a
bypass, to avoid contamination of the detector chamber when not measuring. In the
source chamber the He nanodroplet beam is produced.
The source chamber is pumped by an oil diffusion pump (Leybold DI6000/10B) with
a pump rate of ∼ 6000 l/s and an operating range of 10−2 − 10−7 torr, which is provided
by mechanical rough pumps (Edwards EH 1200, Edwards E2M80). The high pump rate
assures a low pressure in the source chamber as the nozzle pressure is high. We already
described the production of He nanodroplets in chapter 1.2. Therefore we only want to
give here typical conditions of nozzle temperature T0 and nozzle pressure p0 together
with cluster sizes for the different experiments (cf. Tab. 2.1). Between source chamber
and measurement chamber is a skimmer with a diameter of 400 µm so that only the
centerline beam enters the detector chamber. This reduces the background He pressure
in the detector chamber significantly.
The measurement chamber is separated into two parts: the pick-up area and the detec-
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Figure 2.1.: Schematic of the experimental setup (Ch: chopper, LIF: laser-induced
fluorescence, PMT: photomultiplier tube, LT: Langmuir-Taylor detector, ZEKE:
zero kinetic energy electrons, Det: channeltron detector, TOF: time-of-flight, MCP:
multichannel plate, QMS: quadrupole mass spectrometer). The PMT can be replaced by a grating spectrograph with a CCD camera. The apparatus for ZEKE
spectroscopy can be replaced with the LT.

tion area. In the pick-up area the nanodroplet beam is doped with atoms or molecules.
The detection area is used for all kinds of analyzing methods. The detector chamber is
pumped by three separate turbo pumps. The first one (Alcatel TMP 5400: pump rate
of ∼ 400 l/s, fore pump: Leybold Trivac D10BHV) is situated in the pick-up area. The
second one (Leybold Turbovac 600C: ∼ 600 l/s, fore pump: Leybold Trivac D16B) is
placed in the detection area. The last one sits next to the drift zone of the time-offflight apparatus (Pfeiffer Vacuum TMU 064: ∼ 53 l/s, fore pump: Varian 949-9452).
The first element of the pick-up area is a chopper, to select between signals with and
without cluster beam. The pick-up area then consists of two separate stainless steel
pick-up cells, which can both be heated separately to set up the wanted vapor pressure of the dopant molecules (only one shown in Fig. 2.1). This allows to steer the
ratio of nanodroplets doped with monomers, dimers, trimers etc. The entrance and exit
holes for the nanodroplet beam have both a diameter of 5 mm. Between pick-up area and
detection area is another hole with a diameter of 5 mm to avoid dirt in the detection area.
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Table 2.1.: Typical conditions of nozzle temperature T0 , nozzle pressure p0 , and
mean droplet sizes N̄ for the different experiments. RS means Rydberg states.

chapter
3
4
5
6
7

main experiment
Two-step excitation of Rb
Ionization of single Rb atoms
Cs on HeN
ionization threshold
and RS lifetime
Ionization Rb and Cs clusters

T0 /K
14.0
9.0-15.0
12.0-17.0
13.5-18.0
14.0-20.0
11.5-15.5

p0 /bar
60
30
40
40
60
40

N̄
15 × 103
> 105 − 5 × 103
15 − 3.1 × 103
13 − 4.7 × 103
15 − 4.7 × 103
21 − 8.4 × 103

2.2. Detection
The determination of the ionization threshold of alkali-metal atoms on He nanodroplets
by monitoring Rb+ (Cs+ ) ions did not work using a self-built detector. In these experiments Rb has been ionized in an one-photon ionization scheme and the Rb+ -ions have
been detected using a channeltron. We could not distinguish the ion current with and
without the presence of a He nanodroplet beam. Moreover, as we will see later the Ak+
immerses into the droplet and cannot be detected directly anymore. The experimental
setup as well as our results of these experiments are described in great detail in the
diploma thesis of F. Lackner (Ref. 75). To overcome the low resolution and the influence of parasitic molecules (e.g. ionized pump oil) in our setup we set up a commercial
time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Jordan D-850 AREF) and developed a detector for
ZE ro K inetic E energy (ZEKE) spectroscopy.
Several different measurement techniques with different detectors, placed in series
along the He nanodroplet beam axis, can be used:
(1) Absorption spectra: laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectra are measured in the
interaction zone between laser and HeN beam by recording the fluorescence light emitted
from an excited state with a Peltier-cooled photomultiplier tube (PMT, housing: Product for Research, TE210TS-RF; tube: Hamamatsu R943-01 with GaAs photocathode).
In general, atoms or molecules are excited by a laser from a given state to an excited
state. Fluorescence light is emitted by the decay of this state and can be collected. A
lens system built by others is used before the light enters the detector to maximize the
efficiency. Details of this detector can be found in the diploma thesis of J. Nagl (cf. Ref.
76).
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(2) Emission spectra: a grating spectrograph (McPherson EU-700) in combination
with a CCD-camera (LOT-Andor iDUS DU401A BR-DD) is used to monitor fluorescence spectra of Cs monomers upon excitation. The dispersed fluorescence spectra can
be monitored by exchanging the photomultiplier tube with the grating spectrograph.
The disadvantage of the combination is the extremely low sensitivity. In other words,
the combination only worked well, if (i) the absorption probability is rather high and/or
(ii) the emitted fluorescence light (different decay channels) is rather intensive (e.g. Dlines of the alkali-metals).
(3) Beam depletion (BD) spectra: a Langmuir-Tailor surface ionization detector is
used for measuring the amount of Ak atoms transported by the He nanodroplet beam 77 .
Ak atoms are usually spontaneously ionized upon hitting a hot metallic filament with
a high work function (e.g. rhenium). The arising ions can be measured as charge flow,
which directly reflects the transported Ak atoms. The ion signal decreases due to the
desorption of Ak atoms, which usually happens by exciting Ak atoms into higher electronic states, because they are only weakly bound to the surface of He nanodroplets
(∼ 10 cm−1 ). The BD signals are recorded with a lock-in-amplifier (Stanford Research
SR510) and the background coming from free Ak atoms is suppressed by chopping the
droplet beam and performing phase-sensitive detection. 78 Details of this detector can be
found in the diploma thesis of J. Nagl (cf. Ref. 76).
(4) ZE ro K inetic E nergy (ZEKE) spectroscopy: ZEKE spectroscopy is a high
resolution spectroscopy for molecular ions, which has been invented by Müller-Dethlefs
in 1984. 79 The basic principle is to excite electrons into Rydberg states, the potential of
which is close to the ionization threshold, and to ionize and detect the electrons afterwards. We are also able to detect the positively charged ions, which will be described
later.
We give an overview of ZEKE spectroscopy and explain the difference of ZEKE spectroscopy in comparison to photo-electron spectroscopy (PES). Afterwards we give the
features of the self developed setup as well as the test experiments. Unfortunately there
was no time during this PhD thesis to use this self-build apparatus for HeN related experiments.
If a photon exceeds the ionization potential of a molecule, normally a photoelectron
is emitted and leaves a positively charged ion behind, whereby the focus of this chapter
lies on the detection of the electron. In PES all electrons are detected, which are emitted
by the photo-ionized molecules. Conclusions about the energy states are made either
by the energy of the photoelectrons, if the photon energy is constant, or by the electron
current, if the photon energy is variable.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2.: In (a) is the Coulomb potential of the H-atom shown. In (b) the
Coulomb potential is modified by an additional electrical field F

To understand the principles of PES and ZEKE we assume a hydrogen atom, the
potential of which is given by
1 q
V(r) = −
(2.1)
4π0 r
where 0 is the dielectric permeability of vacuum, q is the charge and r is the distance
between electron and ion (cf. Fig. 2.2(a)). In the case of an external electrical field with
the strength F the potential is modified to
V(r) = −

1 q
+ F qr
4π0 r

(2.2)

which leads to a saddle point (cf. Fig. 2.2(b)). The energy difference between the saddle
point and the ionization threshold provided by the Coulomb potential in eq. 2.1 can be
derived by fundamental laws as
√
∆E = 6.1215 F
(2.3)
where F is given in V/cm.
We give some scaling properties of Rydberg atoms with the principal quantum number
n in Tab. 2.2).
In the case of the hydrogen potential the energy states scale as
∆En = −

Ry
n2

(2.4)

with Ry = 109737 cm−1 . High Rydberg states (n > 100) have several features. As their
energy state is close to the ionization threshold (∼ 10 cm−1 ) they are easily ionized by
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Table 2.2.: Properties of Rydberg atoms and their dependence on the main quantum number n according to Refs. 80 and 81.

property
binding energy
energy between adjacent n states
orbital radius
radiative lifetime

Rydberg states
n−2
n−3
n2
n3 (n5 for ZEKE states 81 )

an external field. 82 Another feature of Rydberg states is their long radiative lifetime. In
the case of ZEKE states, which have non-core penetrating character, the lifetime scales
as n5 , while the lifetime usually scales as n3 . 83
The lifetime of low orbital angular momentum Rydberg states, which are core penetrating, should be proportional to their electron density in the core region (∝ n−3 ).
Therefore the lifetime should scale as n3 , which is on the microsecond timescale. The
enhancement of the lifetime beyond this scale of ZEKE states can be explained by a
non-core penetrating character, which is acquired and comes from state l, m-state mixing mainly due to electric stray fields. 83,84
The long lifetime can be used in ZEKE spectroscopy. In short, the electrons are either
(i) excited to HR states, (ii) ionized just above the ionization threshold or (iii) ionized
with higher energy. In the first two cases the electrons do not have a kinetic energy
component in addition to their movement with the molecule, which explains the name
ZEKE electrons. In the latter case the electron will receive most of the energy difference
between the ionization threshold and the photon energy, which leads to a new velocity
component of the electron. These electrons can be called non-ZEKE electrons. After
photo-excitation or -ionization a pulsed electric field is applied to direct the electrons
into a detector. If the time between excitation and pulsed field is long enough (∼ 1 µs),
the non-ZEKE electrons can be discriminated from ZEKE electrons. The non-ZEKE
electrons will be separated spatially from the ZEKE-electrons. The separation depends
on their velocity, which is equivalent to their kinetic energy, and the delay time between
photo-excitation/-ionization and the pulsed field. Moreover, a pre-loaded field, which
has to be small, can be used to direct the electrons of (ii) and (iii) into the repeller plate
and eliminate them.
As can be seen by eq. 2.3 the applied field has to be strong enough to overcome
the energy difference between HR state and ionization threshold. A schematic setup of
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Figure 2.3.: Schematic representation of the ZEKE process. At t = 0 the laser
beam generates ZEKE electrons as well as fast photoelectrons. The latter ones will
have moved away from the ionization point after a suitable delay time. A pulsed
field between repeller (R) and extraction plates (E1, E2, E3) will direct the ZEKE
electrons and some of the fast photoelectrons to the detector, whereby the fast
photoelectrons can be discriminated by the flight times as well as by a pre-loaded
field.

ZEKE spectroscopy including the delayed pulsed electric field is shown in Fig. 2.3.
The ionization threshold can also be examined by varying the excitation energy and
detecting the photoelectrons under field-free conditions, which will yield a step-wise ion
production in the case of molecules. When reaching a new ionization threshold the ion
production increases. By taking the derivative of the ion yield versus excitation energy a
peak will occur at threshold energies (2.4). A ZEKE spectrum is therefore the derivative
of an ion yield spectrum. 81
The applied setup for ZEKE spectroscopy (Fig. 2.5) was constructed by ourselves,
whereby one of the main difficulties was to include the setup into the given vacuum
chamber and avoid the influence of other detectors and electric stray fields. In total,
there are four electrical field plates: one repeller plate (R) and three extraction plates
E1-E3. The plates are stacked, where the distance between all plates is the same (aper-
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(a) PES spectrum vs. ZEKE spectrum

(b) phenol-water complex

Figure 2.4.: (a) A Simulated photoelectron spectrum (PES) is compared with its
ZEKE spectrum. In (b) the photo-ionization efficiency (PIE) of the phenol-water
complex is compared with the ZEKE spectrum. Figures taken from Ref. 81

ture diameter of plates E1-E3 7 mm, distance between plates 16 mm, stainless steel).
The voltages applied to the plates are: R = U , E1 = 23 U , E2 = 31 U , E3 = 0, so that the
electrical fields between the four plates are the same. The traveling way for the electrons
is shielded by (i) the plates themselves (cf. Fig. 2.5) and (ii) µ-metal to reduce magnetic
field effects, which influence the flight direction. In addition, the pulsed field source has
been constructed.
The resolution ∆E is given by the field strength. Classically ∆E is the distance
between
√ the saddle point in Fig. 2.2(b) and the ionization threshold, which is ∆E =
6.1215 F . When considering tunneling effects it turns to be
√
∆E = 4.6 F
(2.5)
where ∆E is given in cm−1 and F in V/cm. 85 For all estimations in ZEKE experiments
as well as in TOF experiments we use the classical expression. For convenience the used
voltages with the best signal and the achieved energy resolution for ZEKE experiments
with our used setup are given: repeller voltage 12.3 V, resolution 9.8 cm−1 . In Fig. 2.6
the ZEKE signal of Rb atoms is shown.
(4) Time-of-flight mass spectrometry: mass spectrometry is a widely used tool to
examine the mass-to-charge ratio (m/q) and abundance of ions. In time-of-flight (TOF)
mass spectrometry (MS) this is done by monitoring the time between ion production
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Figure 2.5.: AutoCAD drawing of the self-constructed ZEKE apparatus. The different plates (R, E1-E3) are colored dark gray and orange. A channeltron (yellow)
serves as detector. The He droplet beam and the laser beam are indicated in blue
and red, respectively.

and detection. TOF-MS is based on a fairly simple principle: from a measurement of
the time required for an ion to travel a given distance the mass-to-charge ratio of the
particle is determined. 24 In most cases positively charged ions are created from neutral
molecules or atoms by a pulsed laser. These ions are then accelerated by an electrostatic
field, which is usually applied between a repeller plate and an acceleration plate with a
grid. After passing the grid the ions move in a field-free drift tube and are afterwards
detected. 86 Several review articles (cf. Refs. 87–89) concentrate on TOF-MS. Here, we
briefly explain the basics of this kind of mass spectrometry, where we use the same
nomenclature as given in Refs. 88,90.

Let us assume that the ions with mass m and charge q are accelerated by an electrostatic field with the electrical field strength Es in the ionization regime, from where they
start at rest and from the same spatial plane (Fig. 2.7). After passing the first grid the
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Figure 2.6.: ZEKE signal of Rb recorded with our setup. The connecting line is to
guide the eye, only. Laser source is the frequency tripled pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser
(one-photon ionization). The vertical black line shows the ionization threshold of
Rb. The blue lines indicate the ionization regime with ∼ 300 mV/cm as pre-loaded
field and ∼ 2.6 V/cm as pulsed field.

kinetic energy Us,kin is then given by
mu2
qEs =
2

(2.6)

so that the velocity u is inversely proportional to the square root of m/q. To increase the
mass resolution a second field (Ed ) is placed behind the first one (double-field source). 90
Then a field-free drift tube with length D is built in. If we assume uniform electric fields
(E1 = U 1 − U 2, E2 = U 2 − 0) we can calculate the time T , the ions need to reach the
drift zone and to pass it 88,90 (as well as to hit afterwards the detector)
T = Ts + Td + TD + Tr
r r
2s m
Ts =
Es
q
!
r
r r
2s m
Es + Ed Es
Td =
−
Ed
q
Ed
Ed
TD =
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D
m
=√
uD
2sEs + 2dEd q

(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
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Figure 2.7.: Principle of TOF measurement: positively charged ions are created
−U2
and are accelerated by two different electrostatic fields (Es = U12s
, Ed = Ud2 )
into a field-free drift zone. By measuring the travel time one receives q/m. Due
to different ionization points ions are accelerated longer (fa) or shorter (sl). The
displayed setup is based on the one explained in Ref. 90.

where Ts and Td are the accelerating times, TD is the time in the drift zone with the
constant velocity uD , and Tr is the response time of the detecting
system. By these equap
tions we can see that the travel time is proportional to m/q and one can distinguish
between different ion products:
m/q = c t2

(2.11)

with the calibration factor c (c can be determined experimentally from t with two known
m/q-ratios).
The starting time is given either by a pulsed laser or a pulsed electric field. For
our TOF apparatus (Jordan D-850 AREF) the detection works with a Multi-Channel
Plate (MCP), where incoming ions are converted into voltage pulses. Afterwards they
are amplified and detected by a fast counter (Stanford Research SR 400 or a homemade
counter being able to handle differently timed ions at once without scanning time gates).
In order to increase the mass resolution this simple setup is further modified. There
are several reasons, which have a negative influence on ∆m/m ∝ ∆t/t: (i) the starting
time depends on the pulse duration of the laser (here for both pulsed lasers ∼ 30 ns)
or of the build-up time of a pulsed electric field (here ∼ 20 ns). As ions are produced
during the whole time of the laser pulse, the starting time smears out and the resolution
decreases. This effect can be compensated with a longer flight time. (ii) The starting
velocity u0 of the ions may differ, which can be neglected in our case due to the sharp ve-
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Figure 2.8.: Idealized representation of the one-dimensional ion mirror. The arrows
represent the initial velocities of the individual ions. Figure taken from Ref. 92.

locity distribution of the He droplet beam. 6 (iii) The ions have different starting points,
because the laser pulse has a spatial elongation. In relation to their starting positions
the ions have different velocities after passing the grids. 90
In general, there are two ways to increase the mass resolution: (a) a longer flight time
reduces temporary effects, (b) ion optics focus the ions spatially. 91 Ions are accelerated
by the potential differences (U 1 − U 2, U 2 − 0) and travel on with uD in the drift region.
If the ions are produced closer to the first acceleration grid (Fig. 2.7) they are shorter
accelerated than ions produced further away leading to different kinetic energies. The
faster ions (labeled with f a), which start further away from the acceleration grid, will
get ahead of the slower ones (labeled with sl) at a certain focal point F . For a good
mass (or energy) resolution the focal point should be at the point of the detector in a
linear TOF apparatus. According to Wiley and McLaren 90 this can be calculated with
a doubled field-source to
!
1
d
3/2
1 − 3/2
F = 2s0 k0
(2.12)
k0 s
with s0 as average distance and k0 =

s0 Es +dEd
.
so Es

With usual voltage settings the focal point in our TOF apparatus is not far away from
the second grid (∼ 13 cm 75 ), so that one wants to make the flight time independent of
the ion’s energy. The faster ions are sent on a detour as compared to the slower ones, 87
which can be done with a reflectron, where the ion beam is sent into an electrostatic
repeller field. 93 The faster ions penetrate deeper into the field and receive the desired
detour (cf. Fig. 2.8).
The potential in the repeller region can be chosen to generate a second focal point F2 ,
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leading to the condition that the flight time for all ions between the first focal point F
and the second F2 must then be identical and is given with 92
Z zf
dz 0
L
1
q
t = L/uz + δ(uz ) =
+√
.
(2.13)
uz
mu2z
2m 0
0)
−
eV
(z
2
Note, that z defines here the direction, in which the electric fields are effective. The first
term describes the flight time in the drift region starting from F and ending at F2 (L is
the mirror focal length L = L1 + L2 ); the second one describes the flight time difference
in the repeller region for ions with the same mass-to-charge ratio and different kinetic
energies. V (z) is then the desired potential. zf describes the turning point of the ions,
which is given when the potential energy equals the kinetic energy. A solution for this
equation is given in Ref. 92, too.
Our TOF apparatus (Jordan D-850 AREF) has been well characterized, where the
results are described in the diploma thesis of F. Lackner. 75 For the reflectron mode the
mass resolution was measured (K: m/∆m = 280, Rb: 500), which is large enough to
distinguish between single alkali-metal ions and small ionized exciplexes (e.g. Rb-He,
Rb-He2 ). The main advantages of TOF-MS are that the ions arrive in a rapid sequence,
that all ions arrive at the detector in contrast to QMS or sector-field mass analyzers,
and that one needs only a short time for a complete mass spectrum. 87
One goal in our group is to examine highly excited states of Ak atoms on HeN and
their dynamics. Therefore it was necessary to install a good working detection mechanism, where we use a scheme similar to the detection of ZEKE electrons. Molecules
(or atoms) are excited into an electronic state close to the ionization threshold under
field-free conditions. The excited molecules are then ionized by a pulsed electrical field,
which is delayed with respect to the laser pulse. The mass resolution itself is limited
to the one of TOF spectroscopy using a constant field. Mostly the resolution is slightly
altered due to the turn-on procedure of the field (here ∼ 20 ns), which is not instantaneous. In our experiments the mass resolution was high enough to distinguish between
Ak+ and Ak+ -He. The energy resolution of this technique itself is the same as in ZEKE
experiments.
The turn-on of the electric field was solved in the following way. Repeller plate and
extraction grid have the same voltage (V1), which is similar to field-free conditions,
when the pulsed laser is active. After a typical delay time of ∼ 1 µs the repeller plate
voltage is increased to V2, so that the excited states are ionized (cf. Fig. 2.9). The used
voltages are the same as in static electrical field experiments.
The setup was tested on bare Rb with the frequency tripled Ti:Sapphire pulsed laser
(Coherent Indigo-S). The linewidth of the laser is ∼ 0.75 cm−1 , so that Rydberg states
lying closer together cannot be resolved anymore (cf. Fig. 2.10). One can further see
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Figure 2.9.: Schematic of the used principle. First, the laser excites the molecule
into a Rydberg state close to the ionization threshold at time t0 ). Within the
lifetime of this state an external field is switched on, which ionizes the molecule
and directs the ion into the detector (t1 ). Here, the voltages between repeller plate
and acceleration grid 1 are set to the same voltage V1. By increasing the voltage
of the repeller plate to V2 the electrical field is generated.

that the lifetime of the 382 P state must be much longer than 1.65 µs, because the signal
at Rb masses (85 amu, 87 amu) does not decrease by varying the delay time. This is in
good agreement with given lifetimes for Rydberg states. 94
(5) quadrupol mass spectrometry (QMS): quadrupole mass spectrometers are used
to detect ionized particles according to their mass-to-charge ratio m/q. In general, the
particles are (i) ionized, (ii) pass an analyzer, where they are separated according to their
mass-to-charge ratio, (iii) and are subsequently detected. Here, we used an Extrel C50
QMS with a mass resolution being able to distinguish between neighboring m/q-ratios
and limited to m/q < 500 amu. The QMS here serves mainly for optimizing the direction
of the He nanodroplet beam by observing the signal at 8 amu (He2 ). In addition, it can
be used to monitor the ratio of doped monomers, dimers and trimers in the case of
Rb- and Cs-doped He nanodroplets, so that the temperature can be optimized. Also
absorption spectra can be monitored with a depletion technique. 95,96 Another application
is to monitor the quality of our vacuum.
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Figure 2.10.: Absorption spectrum of bare Rb monitored by the excitation of Rb
atoms into a n2 P-state with a laser pulse (pulse fluence ∼ 0.7 mJ/cm2 , linewidth
∼ 0.75 cm−1 ) and applying a pulsed electrical field of 430 V/cm with a delay of
1.65 µs. The black dots show the signals per laser pulse, where the connecting line
is only to guide the eye. The vertical blue lines indicate the n2 P-states (n = 35−45).
Note the logarithmic scale. Inset: The graph shows the signal at different delay
times of the electrical field recorded at 33602.67 cm−1 , which is close to the 382 P
state. Error bars are calculated as standard deviation.
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In this chapter we present the results of the first two-step excitations of single
alkali-metal (Ak) doped He nanodroplets. Rubidium atoms in their 52 S1/2
(2 Σ1/2 ) electronic ground state reside on the surface of the droplet, where they
tend to form a dimple. 57 If an Ak atom is excited into higher electronic states,
it usually desorbs from there. For Rb this is not the case, when the atom is
excited with photon energies close to the D1 -line of the bare Rb atom. 60 The
Rb atom can still reside on the surface of the nanodroplet in its 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 )
state and decays from there into its ground state. 60 We use the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 )
state as an intermediate state for a two-step excitation scheme, where the Rb
atom is excited by a cw laser into the intermediate state, from where it is
further excited. As detection serves the fluorescence light coming from one
of the upper states. Here, the first two-step excitation of alkali-metal doped
helium nanodroplets is presented, namely 52 D← 52 P1/2 ← 52 S1/2 . Whenever
the alkali-metal atom is excited into the intermediate state it stays bound to
the helium droplets surface. In addition, results of theoretical calculations for
Rb-HeN are presented. Most of the results in this chapter have been published
in Eur. Phys. J. D 61 (2011) 403-408 (Ref. 1).

3.1. Introduction
Helium nanodroplets (HeN ) are an ideal substrate to isolate atoms or molecules for spectroscopic investigations. 26 Alkali-metal (Ak) atoms, such as rubidium studied here, are
an excellent probe to examine basic principles of this kind of matrix spectroscopy, because of a simple, easily accessible visible spectrum. 57,59 In comparison to other atoms,
their Rydberg states and the ionization limit are at low-energy, thus easily reachable,
and the associated transition probabilities are reasonably high.
Usually an alkali-metal atom photo-detaches from the surface of the He nanodroplet
upon electronic excitation; the Rb D1 -line is an exception in that the atom almost always remains on HeN and relaxes back into the 52 S1/2 state. 60 This has been exploited
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to achieve repeated excitations, and optical pumping. 60 Here we demonstrate that this
also allows sequential excitation of Ak-doped HeN , which, on the one hand can help to
reach high-lying 2 S- and 2 D-states, on the other hand can give insight into the dynamics
of the 52 P1/2 state.
We measure the spectrum of the 52 D←52 P1/2 transition of Rb atoms on He droplets.
The 52 P1/2 state is reached from the ground electronic state 52 S1/2 with a continuouswave (cw) pump laser and the transition of interest is excited with a pulsed laser. This
specific two-color two-photon excitation will be named two-step excitation, due to the
bound character of its intermediate state, which allows the excited atom to stay at the
nanodroplet surface.
The direct one-color two-photon transition has been measured in Ref. 61, where we
also introduced the notations used here. For the sake of convenience we use three different notations to label the electronic states of the Rb atom. (i) The first notation is that
of the bare atom in the LS coupling scheme; HeN is treated as a perturbation and defines
the quantization axis as normal to the nanodroplet surface. (ii) The second notation is
that of a diatomic molecule, where the whole He nanodroplet is treated as a fictitious
atom; 57 in this case the quantization axis is also the molecular axis. We choose a Hund’s
case (a) coupling scheme, and the standard associated notation: 2S+1 ΛΩ , where S is the
spin of the system, Λ is the projection of the electronic orbital angular momentum on
the quantization axis and Ω is the projection of the total electronic angular momentum
on the quantization axis. (iii) The third notation is the one of a diatomic molecule with
neglected spin-orbit coupling: 2S+1 Λ. This corresponds to a shift of free-atom levels by
the perturbation of the droplet and a possible state mixing. The quantization axis z is
the same as the molecular axis in (ii). The correlation between the different notations
can be seen in a diagram (Fig. 3.1). The 52 S1/2 ground state correlates to the diatomic
2
Σ1/2 state. The 52 P1/2,3/2 multiplet correlates to three molecular states: 2 Π1/2 , 2 Π3/2 ,
and 2 Σ1/2 , whereby only upon excitation into the 2 Π1/2 state does the Rb atom remain
bound and can be used for our purpose. 60 For the 52 D state, spin-orbit coupling is much
weaker (energy splitting: 3.04 cm−1 , Ref. 97) than the perturbation by HeN , and can
be neglected, so that three distinct diatomic states exist: 2 Σ, 2 Π, and 2 ∆, with orbital
degeneracy 1, 2, 2, respectively. Electric-dipole transition rules allow an one-photon
transition from the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state to all 52 D states (2 Σ, 2 Π, 2 ∆).
We compare the experimental spectrum first with the experimental spectrum of the
direct one-color two-photon 52 D←52 S1/2 excitation, second, with the calculated FranckCondon factors for the potential energy curves of the diatomic representation.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 3.2, we present the experimental set-up,
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Figure 3.1.: Correlation diagram between the different pictures (from right to left):
(i) spin-orbit-coupled atomic orbitals, (ii) diatomic Hund’s case (a) states, and (iii)
atomic orbitals with strong axial perturbation in the direction of the molecular axis
z with the spinless molecular states in parenthesis according to Ref. 61. Note that
the energies are not to scale.

in Sec. 3.3 the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectra; in Sec. 3.4, we show evidence for
a two-step excitation by comparison with an one-color two-photon experiment, and we
show how the experimental data are consistent with expected excitation cross-sections
(Sec. 3.4.1). We corroborate this with model calculations (Sec. 3.4.2), which adequately
reproduce the experimental spectra. Sec. 3.5 contains a brief summary and conclusions.

3.2. Experimental
General principles of excitation and emission spectroscopy of alkali-metal atoms on He
nanodroplets have been described in Refs. 57 and 59. The nanodroplet beam apparatus
used here has been described in detail in Ref. 46. A schematic of the setup is shown in
Fig. 3.2.
In short, HeN with an average size N̄ = 104 atoms are formed in a free-jet expansion of
He gas (Air Liquide, Alphagaz 2, grade 6.0) with a stagnation pressure of 60 bar through
a 5 µm nozzle cooled to 14 K. 98 The He nanodroplet beam passes through a pick-up cell,
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Figure 3.2.: Schematic of experimental setup (Ch:chopper, PMT: photomultiplier
tube).

filled with Rb, and picks up atoms with a probability that depends on the Rb vapor
pressure in the cell. The ratio of nanodroplets doped with monomers, dimers, trimers,
etc., can thus be controlled through the temperature of the cell (and through the nozzle
temperature and the stagnation pressure). We therefore measure the intensity of the
D1 line for Rb and Cs monomers at a fixed wavelength and vary stagnation pressure
and oven temperature. The intensity is directly measured with LIF, where the signal is
given in cts./s (Fig. 3.4) and represents the abundance of monomer doped nanodroplets.
One can directly see that the best pick-up conditions for Rb monomers are at pick-up
cell temperatures ranging from 110 ◦ C to 120 ◦ C for small cluster sizes and 100 − 110 ◦ C
for large clusters sizes. The temperature in this experiment is set to 110 ◦ C to maximize
the production of single doped nanodroplets.
Two Ti:Sapphire lasers (L1 cw; L2 pulsed) are used for sequential excitation. Their
specifications are as follow:
• L1 is a cw Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent 899-01) kept at a fixed wavenumber (12601,
12605, and 12611 cm−1 are used in this experiment) and a power of 2.5 W. It excites
the Rb atom on the nanodroplet from the 52 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ) state to the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 )
state.
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Figure 3.3.: Level diagram of the Rb atom. Solid and dashed arrows indicate
excitation and decay routes, respectively. The lifetimes τ refer to the bare atom
and are calculated as the inverse of the Einstein coefficients from Ref. 99. In Ref.
61, 62 P and 52 D states of Rb-HeN could be reliably assigned by measuring timedependent LIF signals and comparing these with calculated lifetimes for the bare
Rb atom. Also, it is known that the lifetime of Ak-He excimers is not significantly
different from that of the free atom 100 , so that the lifetimes of Rb∗ -HeN should not
differ strongly from the given τ values. In addition, the influence of superfluid He
on the lifetime of the 52 P1/2 state itself has been examined in Ref. 101, where no
significant lowering of the lifetime has been found when using low He pressure. The
red arrows show the excitation scheme used in this experiment. The emission via
the blue arrow serves for detection.

• L2 is a tunable pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Indigo S: pulse energy ∼ 200 µJ,
repetition rate 5 kHz, pulse duration 30 ns) with a scanning range from 10807 cm−1
(920 nm) to 13333 cm−1 (750 nm). L2 excites the Rb-atom from the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 )
state to the 52 D state manifold.
The excitation and detection scheme is shown in Fig. 3.3. Both laser beams run perpendicular to the cluster beam; they must spatially overlap at the intersection with the
nanodroplet beam, because the distance traveled by a nanodroplet over the lifetime of
the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state is negligible (few µm). In order to discriminate against one-color
two-photon processes, excited by the pulsed laser L2, the cw laser L1 is chopped: the
difference signal represents the sequential excitation.
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(a) Rb, 40bar

(b) Rb, 60bar

Figure 3.4.: LIF signal for Rb monomers (a, b) recorded at 12607 cm−1 with a
laser power of ∼ 850 mW at different pick-up conditions (oven temperature, nozzle
temperature). The stagnation pressure was either 40 bar (a) or 60 bar (b). The
colorbars indicate the signal strength.

Laser-induced fluorescence is measured with a Peltier-cooled photomultiplier (housing: Product for Research, TE210TS-RF; tube: Hamamatsu R943-01 with GaAs photocathode). There are several decay routes from the 52 D states, which can be used for
fluorescence light detection. We have chosen to detect fluorescence from the 62 P→ 52 S1/2
transition at 23750 cm−1 (Fig. 3.3). This has the advantage that stray light from both
lasers, as well as spontaneous emission from the intermediate state, can be easily suppressed with a colored filter (Schott BG39). We further suppressed stray light by gated
photon counting (counter: Stanford Research SR400, triggered by L2). For the measurements presented here the gate width was set as 1000 ns, that is, much longer than
the lifetimes of the levels involved, and much shorter than the interval between two laser
pulses.

3.3. Results
The LIF signal was recorded with L1 fixed at one of three different photon wavenumbers
(12601 , 12605 , and 12611 cm−1 ) and L2 scanned between 13080 cm−1 and 13333 cm−1 .
When L1 is absent only one-color two-photon processes excited by L2 and stray light
from L2 are measured. With both L1 and L2 active, additional signal derives from the
desired two-step excitation and from stray light due to L1. The latter can be neglected
as it amounts to 0.1 − 0.2 counts per second with gating (20 − 40 counts per second
without gating). The difference signal represents the two-step excitation spectrum which
we show in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 as counts per second (i.e., counts per 5000 laser pulses).
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Figure 3.5.: LIF signal with L2 laser only, and with L1+L2. The photon energy
of L1 is fixed: E/(hc)=12611 cm−1 . The vertical line shows the position of the
52 D ← 52 P1/2 transition in the bare Rb atom. Features a and b are discussed in
the text.

The two-step excitation has one broad peak (peak a) extending from 13120 cm−1 to
13250 cm−1 , with maximum at 13183 cm−1 . Another broad shoulder (shoulder b) starts
at 13300 cm−1 , and shows no maximum up to the higher end of the scanning range of
L2, 13340 cm−1 . Peak a only shows a slight variation with photon energy of L1, whereas
the variation of shoulder b is much more pronounced.
The stronger variation of shoulder b can be explained as follows. Statistics dictates
that a significant fraction of the droplets be doped with two Rb atoms, which form
a triplet dimer. The one-photon (1)3 Πg ← a3 Σ+
u transition of Rb2 -HeN falls in this
98,102
wavenumber range and can be excited by L2.
Furthermore, for specific excitation
energies a spin-flip occurs and the dimer changes from a triplet to a singlet state. Fluorescence emission from the singlet dimer occurs at higher wavenumber than the exciting
3 +
laser (because the X 1 Σ+
g singlet ground state is much lower in energy than the a Σu
triplet state 102 ) and will not be suppressed by the filter. This leads to a signal increase
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Figure 3.6.: Two-step excitation LIF spectra for the 52 D1/2,3/2 ← 52 P1/2 ← 52 S1/2
excitation at different photon wavenumbers ν of laser L1, as indicated. All signals
are difference signals as described in the text. The vertical line shows the position of
the 52 D ← 52 P1/2 transition in the bare Rb atom. The abscissa shows the photon
wavenumber of laser L2. Features a and b are discussed in the text.

in both cases (L2 only, L1 and L2). The recorded LIF signals, when both lasers (L1 and
L2) and only L2 are used, as well as their difference signal are shown in Fig. 3.5 for a
pump wavenumber of 12611 cm−1 . We conclude that after subtraction, the remaining
portion of b represents the true contribution of the 52 D excitation.
No spin-orbit structure can be resolved in peak a, nor will it be included in the
calculations of Sec. 3.4.2. This is simply due to the much smaller spin-orbit splitting of
the 52 D state, which is completely overcome by the line broadening due to the perturbing
influence of HeN .

3.4. Discussion
We now discuss the evidence that we see a genuine two-step excitation of Rb atoms that
remain attached to a He nanodroplet after being excited into their first excited state.
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The fluence of L1 Φ1 (7.5 µJ/cm2 in 30 ns) at the given wavelength is not sufficient to
excite an one-color two-photon transition, and it is also obvious from Fig. 3.5 that L2
alone causes a flat response across its scanning range. Peak a and shoulder b in the
difference signal are due to the combined action of both lasers. In Sec. 3.4.1 we compare
our experimental data with those of earlier measurements, where the 52 D state was excited directly. 61
Then we compare our data with the Franck-Condon factors obtained from calculated
pseudo-diatomic potential energy curves (Sec. 3.4.2). We further argue that in the 52 P
(2 Π1/2 ) state the Rb-HeN relaxes vibrationally in a time much shorter than the natural
lifetime of the electronic state.

3.4.1. Comparison to direct two-photon excitation 52 D ← 52 S1/2
The LIF spectrum and the lifetime of the 52 D state were measured, and reliably assigned, by one-color two-photon excitation from the ground state. 61 We have repeated
the experiment and in Fig. 3.7 we compare the corresponding LIF spectrum with our
results from Sec. 3.3. Time-resolved fluorescence decays for the two excitation schemes
do not show any significant difference. In conclusion, the 52 D state is excited in both
cases, but some differences are evident upon close inspection.
i) The photon-energy threshold of the two-step excitation is lower. With the calculated potential curves this can be explained easily, so that we foreclose some of those
results. The Rb atom excited into the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state not only stays on the nanodroplet, but also adjusts its position to a longer distance. 60 The excitation from the
52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) into the 52 D state manifold takes now place at a distance where the upper
potential is closer in energy. The reason for this will be discussed in Sec. 3.4.2. In total,
less energy is needed, as compared to the one-color two-photon excitation, to excite into
the 52 D state manifold.
ii) The two-photon two-step spectrum exhibits a sharper structure than the one-color
two-photon spectrum; as we will see, this is also consistent with vibrational relaxation
within the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state.
The cross-section for the one-color two-photon excitation 52 D ← 52 S1/2 is high in
comparison to analogous ones in other members of the Ak atom family, because the
virtual intermediate state is very close to the 52 P3/2 state. Indeed, for this very reason
this specific excitation scheme has also been used for bare Rb atoms. 103 Let us remember
that the cross-section for two-photon processes is inversely proportional to the square of
the detuning between the virtual intermediate state and real intermediate state(s). 104
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Figure 3.7.: Comparison between two-step excitation, where L1 has been kept
fixed at 12611 cm−1 , and one-color two-photon excitation of Rb atoms on He nanodroplets. The vertical line shows the position of the 52 D ← 52 S1/2 transition of
the bare Rb atom.

For other 2 S and 2 D states and/or other Ak atoms there are no states this close to
half the excitation energy 97 , so that there is no significant enhancement of the one-color
two-photon excitation. 94
In terms of one-color two-photon excitation, the 52 D state studied here is thus a rather
favorable exception. We clearly see it, if we compare the experimental LIF signals for
the two different excitation schemes:
• 52 D (2 Σ, 2 Π, 2 ∆) ← 52 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ): ∼ 35 count/s after subtracting dark counts at
the maximum of peak a (fluence Φ(2) of L2 ∼ 26 mJ/cm2 )
• 52 D (2 Σ, 2 Π, 2 ∆) ← 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) ← 52 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ): ∼ 7 count/s (fluence Φ2 of
L2 ∼ 16 mJ/cm2 )
Let us note, however, that even for this favorable case the advantage of the one-color
two-photon scheme is only a factor of ∼ 5. If a pulsed laser were also used for the first
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of the two-step excitation, the efficiency of the scheme would be greatly improved. The
fluence Φ1 of our cw L1 over the pulse duration of L2 (30 ns) is ∼ 7.5 µJ/cm2 , i.e., ∼ 103
times smaller than Φ2 .
Let B01 and B12 be the Einstein coefficients for absorption from the ground |0i to the
intermediate |1i state and from the intermediate |1i to the final |2i state, respectively,
and N0 the population of the ground state, Φ1 the laser fluence of the first step, Φ2
of the second step, and Φ(2) for the two-photon excitation. B(2) shall be a two-photon
absorption rate coefficient that depends on the energy mismatch of intermediate levels.
With these, we get a total population of the final state for the case of the two-step
excitation
N2 ∼ B01 B12 N0 Φ1 Φ2
and for the case of direct two-photon excitation
N2 ∼ B(2) N0 Φ2(2) .
With Φ1 Φ2 being more than 3 orders of magnitude smaller than Φ2(2) in our case and
the signals of similar magnitude, one can easily see that the two-step excitation is by far
favorable.

3.4.2. Potential curves and Franck-Condon factors
The potential energy curves, versus distance R from the center of the nanodroplet,
of Rb atoms have been calculated and are shown in Fig. 3.8 for the relevant states:
52 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ), 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) and 52 D (2 Σ1/2 , 2 Π1/2 , 2 ∆1/2 ). For the calculation, the
static helium density distribution of HeN calculated for N = 2000 at equilibrium with a
ground-state Rb atom was used. The details of this approach are published separately
by C. Callegari and F. Ancilotto. 105 Spin-orbit effects for the 52 P1/2,3/2 states were taken
into account through the introduction of a perturbation not dependent on R. This was
done in analogy to Takami and co-workers 106 and Reho et al. 107 It can be seen that at
large R the influence of HeN weakens and the energy of the states converges to the one of
a bare Rb atom. Given these curves, we calculated the Franck-Condon factors between
the electronic states of interest, using the bcont 2.2 code for bound-free transitions by
R. J. LeRoy. 108 .
As described, L1 pumps the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state, whereby we assume the BornOppenheimer approximation, so that the most likely transition from the ground state
to the 52 P1/2 state occurs at a fixed R. Measured 52 P1/2 ← 52 S1/2 excitation spectra
and the fluorescence emission back to the Rb-HeN ground state imply relaxation of the
Rb*-HeN distance to a new equilibrium position, presumably accompanied by a He density relaxation (Rb* indicates the electronically excited Rb atom). 60 A small amount
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Figure 3.8.: Calculated potential curves of one Rb atom on the He nanodroplet for
the 52 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ), 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) and 52 D (2 Σ1/2 , 2 Π1/2 , 2 ∆1/2 ) states. The given
distance is between the center of the He nanodroplet and the Rb atom. The red
curves show the squares of the nuclear wavefunctions of the lowest vibronic states.

of energy is absorbed in each pump cycle, which consists of excitation and fluorescence
emission. This is most likely dissipated by evaporation of He atoms, which leads to
smaller nanodroplet sizes during each relaxation process.
The potential minimum of the excited 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state lies at larger R, and in
principle all its several vibrational levels can be populated; the shape of the two-step excitation spectrum directly reflects which ones effectively are. The Franck-Condon factors
from the v 00 = 0 (2 Π1/2 ) state alone reproduce well the experimental spectra, although
they do miss some of the intensity of peak a at high photon wavenumber. The population of higher vibronic states (v 00 > 0) would shift the calculated envelope closer to the
transition of the bare atom, so to the accuracy of our calculated potential energy curves,
our conclusion is that thermal equilibrium at the temperature of the droplet (370 mK)
has been reached; there, the population of the vibronic ground state is ∼ 80%.
In Fig. 3.9 we show the corresponding Franck-Condon factors to the three different
diatomic states which correlate to 52 D: 2 Σ1/2 , 2 Π1/2 , 2 ∆1/2 , and we compare those with
the experimental data. As can be seen peak a belongs to the transition to the 2 ∆1/2
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state, while peak b is a mixture of the transitions to the 2 Σ1/2 and 2 Π1/2 states. Because
we cannot record peak b in full, we cannot further analyze it. The transition probabilities from specific vibronic states (v 00 = 0–11) to the three different final electronic states
were also calculated separately. As said population distributions other than the one at
thermal equilibrium do not show any better agreement with the experimental data.
Accounting for helium density relaxation would lead to a change in the 52 P1/2 and
52 D potential curves. This effect is rather small compared to the change in energy difference between 52 P1/2 and 52 D caused by the increased distance between Rb atom and
He nanodroplet. Nevertheless, the agreement may get better with a relaxed He density.
With the interpretation that our LIF spectra represent a thermal equilibrium, we can
infer that the vibronic states relax faster than the electronic excitation, thus on a few
ns (or faster) timescale. By extrapolating what is known for Ak-He excimers, 100 we presume that the lifetime of Rb in its bound 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state is not significantly altered
by the influence of the droplet, so that after the relaxation into the vibronic ground state
one has practically the full lifetime of the electronic state to further excite the Rb atom.

3.5. Conclusions
We have observed the first sequential excitation of atom-doped helium nanodroplets
(here Rb atoms), where the atom in the intermediate state stays bound to the nanodroplet. The LIF spectrum was measured for different photon energies of the pump
laser and compared to the spectrum of an one-color two-photon excitation. The differences between these spectra indicate a dynamic process in the intermediate state. We
further see that the two-step excitation process yields sharper spectra. The dynamic
process in the intermediate state can be interpreted as a relaxation from high vibronic
states into a thermal equilibrium. Under this assumption, the calculated Franck-Condon
factors between the involved states adequately match our experimental data. A comparison of the one-color two-photon excitation and the two-step excitation shows that
only by a fortunate coincidence the one-color two-photon transition into the 52 D states
looks favorable. This means that in general the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state is advantageous as
springboard to reach highly excited states.
Regarding other alkali-metals, we expect, and have evidence, that cesium (Cs) also
stays bound on a He nanodroplet upon excitation to its 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state. The barrier
in the 62 P1/2 state of the Cs-He pair potential as given in Ref. 109 lets us predict that
the desorption channel associated to Ak∗ -He exciplex formation is closed too, as it is for
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Figure 3.9.: Comparison of the measured LIF spectrum and the calculated FranckCondon factors (FCF) for the transition from the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state to the 52 D
states: 2 Σ, 2 Π, 2 ∆.

Rb 60 . This question will be discussed in chapter 5.
We consider the demonstrated two-step excitation to be the beginning of a detailed
investigation of higher ns and nd states of Rb and Cs on HeN . The 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state
as springboard, will enhance the total excitation cross-section over an one-color twophoton scheme from the ground state. Due to their larger orbital angular momentum,
higher nd orbitals should interact less with the HeN -Rb+ or HeN -Cs+ core than np states
and converge to the situation of a single electron orbiting around a positively charged
alkali-helium nanodroplet complex. In order to gain the most polarization energy, the
alkali ion will be drawn to the center of the nanodroplet.
The creation of such large artificial atoms is of fundamental interest. Rydberg states
provide a sensitive measure of the electronic structure of the core and in this case, will
test some predictions that were recently published. 110
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4. Ionization of Rubidium atoms
and clusters on He nanodroplets
In this chapter we present the ionization of single rubidium (Rb) atoms and
small Rb clusters on the surface of He droplets. Attractive forces between positively charged alkali-metal (Ak) ions and superfluid He are much stronger
than the one between neutral Ak atoms and He. In several theoretical works
the Ak+ ion is therefore encircled by He atoms, unlike the Ak atom being
surface located. Due to the strong interaction between Ak+ ion and He the
He atoms may be frozen around the ion, so that one can speak of a snowball.
The observation of prominent Ak+ -Hen sizes upon ionization helps to find
stable structures, which goes along with He shell closings around the Ak ion.
We further find that after ionization of Rb atoms and small clusters the
resulting Rb+ ions immerse into the droplet subsequently, so that the ionization threshold of the Rb-HeN system cannot be identified by varying the
photon energy of the ionizing laser and monitoring Rb+ . One has to observe
heavy masses: Rb+ -HeN . Here, we describe our experimental results to form
Rb+ -Hen snowballs in the center of a He droplet, which have been published
in Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys 12 (2010) 14861 as cover article (Ref. 2). In
addition, our former findings of small Rb+ clusters as well as theoretical
considerations regarding snowballs are presented.

4.1. Ionization products of He nanodroplets doped
with Rb atoms and small clusters
The energy levels of Rydberg states at the surface of liquid He are shifted only by a
small amount. 111 Therefore the influence of superfluid He on the ionization threshold
(IT) of Ak atoms should be small, too. We expect, that the IT is lowered, because of
the strong attractive potential between Ak+ and He.
Rb atoms and small Rb clusters (Rbn ) are either ionized in an one-photon or in a multiphoton ionization scheme with a pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent, Indigo S, repetition
rate 5 kHz, frequency doubling and tripling available). A time-of-flight (TOF) mass spec-
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Figure 4.1.: TOF spectra of Rb-doped He droplets obtained with photon energies
of ν̃ = 33430 (red), 21911 cm−1 (black). The signal strength is given in counts
per laser pulse. Mainly due to different pulse energies, cross sections, and Rbn
cluster sizes the signals are different in heights. The abscissa scale is given in amu.
Features of the signals and of different ionization products are explained in the
text.

trometer is placed along the beam axis. In Fig. 4.1 the different ionization products for
two ionization processes with different photon energies (one-photon: ν̃ = 33430 cm−1
and REMPI: 12830 (cw laser) and 21911 cm−1 ) are displayed. Note, that the constant
electrical field between the extraction
plates lowers the ionization threshold by a small
p
−1
amount ∆E [cm ] ∼ 6.1215 × F [V/cm] (here ∼ 110 cm−1 ).
One can identify the different isotopes of Rb (85 Rb and 87 Rb), the existence of
oligomers (here Rbm , m = 1 − 3) as well as the formation of Rb+ -Hen , Rb+
2 -Hen and
several compounds with water. Because of the nanodroplet size distribution and the
vapor pressure of Rb gas in the pick-up cell, Rb oligomer doped HeN will always be
present in the nanodroplet beam beside monomer doped HeN . Also, the pick-up of
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H2 O coming from residual water in the chamber is possible. The reactions of Ak atoms
with water on HeN were investigated in Ref. 37, so that we only name the here identified products: Rb(RbH), Rb(RbOH), Rb2 (RbOH), Rb(RbOH)2 . The presence of Rbn
(n > 2) as well as reactions with water strongly depend on the ionization scheme. Whit a
REMPI scheme, where the first photon energy is set to a monomer transition of Rb-HeN
(2 5P3/2 ←2 5S1/2 ) and the second photon energy belongs to a dimer transition (Fig. 4.1,
black signal), we see that only Rb and Rb2 are ionized. Besides, the droplet size is
kept low (N̄ ∼ 5 × 103 ), so that Rb monomers and dimers are preferably formed on the
droplet. This is in contrast to the red signal of Fig. 4.1, where the droplet size is rather
large N̄ ∼ 2 × 104 and the photon energy is sufficient to ionize at least dimers in an
one-photon process. From this, we think that cold reactions between Rb and water are
only possible with at least a Rb3 and six H2 O molecules similar to reactions between
sodium and water in cross-beam experiments. 112,113 There, doping of one Na atom leads
to a non-reactive solvation in the water cluster. These Na atoms can now react with
Na dimers to different products. Here, He droplets as carrier need to have at least Ak
trimers to allow the reaction with water. The ionization energy should be sufficient to
trigger the reaction as one reaction step is limited by the production of AkH (activation
energy for NaH is 0.6 eV 114 ). Note, that the activation energy decreases from Li to Cs.
The stability of Ak+ -Hen and the one of Ak+
2 -Hen complexes as well as the formation
+
of Rb -Hen snowballs will be described in Sec. 4.2. Experimental results regarding the
ionization of single cesium atoms on HeN will be discussed in chapters 5 and 6.
The ionization threshold of Rb is given as 33690.81 cm−1 . 115 The one for Rb2 depends
on the spin configuration. We can find only values of the singlet ground state with a
calculated vertical ionization energy of 3.89 eV ≡ 31375 cm−1 (Ref. 116). According to
Ref. 117 the experimental ionization energies are between 3.44 and 3.95 eV, which should
be related to different spin states (triplet, singlet). By trend, the ionization threshold
decreases with the Rbn cluster size down to the bulk value, which is equivalent to the
work function (Ref. 118: ∼ 2.1 eV ≡ 17000 cm−1 ). Therefore photon energies sufficient
to ionize Rb monomer doped He droplets will always ionize Rb clusters on droplets or
more general Ak clusters, too.
In a first approach we tried to find the ionization threshold of Rb atoms on He droplets
by monitoring photo-ionized Rb+ ions with our TOF apparatus. The photon energy in
an one-photon ionization scheme was scanned to see an influence on the ion yield and
find the ionization threshold of Rb atoms on the surface of HeN . In Fig. 4.2 we show the
ion count rate of Rb+ and Rb+
2 for different photon energies, where we can see that the
+
+
ion yields of Rb and Rb2 follow the same trend. The influence of the photon energy
on the ion yield is also not as significant as one would expect from measurements of
the bare atom. Also the ion yields of Rb+ and Rb+
2 follow the same trend. At photon
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Figure 4.2.: Ion yield of Rb+ (black) and Rb+
2 (blue) after excitation and/or ionization with a pulsed laser. The abscissa shows the photon energy of the laser
pulse. The vertical red line indicates the ionization energy of free Rb atoms. Mean
droplet size N̄ is ∼ 2 × 104 He atoms (Tn = 12 K, pn = 40 bar). The connecting
line is to guide the eye.

energies much below the ionization threshold of the bare Rb atom we identify Rb+ ,
too. The abundance of Rb+ is (i) connected to the fragmentation of small Rb clusters
upon ionization, which clearly goes along with results of others. 30 A main fraction of
the fragmented ions are Rb+ and Rb+
2 , which are at the end of fragmentation processes.
(ii) The excitation of Rb-HeN into Rydberg states with a first photon of the laser pulse
and the subsequent ionization with a second photon (REMPI) leads to single Rb ions,
too. In conclusion, an one-photon excitation (ionization) of Rb-HeN and the detection
of Rb+ does not help to find the ionization threshold of Rb doped He nanodroplets. Let
us think about what happens after ionization in order to explain this.
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4.2. Theoretical considerations on cation-induced He
snowballs and measured Rb+-Hen structures
The interaction between ions and neutral particles is of general interest, especially in
ion-induced processes. The structure of the droplet itself is influenced by the presence
of charged particles. The inhomogeneous field of the charged particle polarizes the surrounding He atoms, so that they can be strictly bound to the ion. This structure can be
called snowball. 119 The He density exceeds the one of solid He and solidifies therefore;
in other words the He-He pair distance penetrates into its repulsive region. This solidification can proceed over several shells. Several theoretical and experimental works have
concentrated on this phenomenon:
The first theoretical suggestions on this electrostrictive effect were done by Atkins in
1959. He compared the mobility of an ion in liquid 4 He (lower) with the one in 3 He
(higher) and explains this with an electrostrictive effect, by which the ion in 4 He drags
more He mass with it. 119 Newer theoretical considerations try to find stable structures
either deriving from He shell closings or from preferred geometrical structures in a He
shell. Theory mainly concentrates on alkali-metal (Ak+ ) or alkaline earth metal ions
(Ae+ ) as they are rather easy to model. One can see from calculated pair-potentials
that the attractive forces between Ak+ and He are much stronger than in the case of
Ak-He or He-He (Fig. 4.3).
Calculations using shadow-wave functions show an increase of the He density around
Li, Na, K and Cs ions. 62 Here, a non-snowball fluctuating structure in the case of Li+
and Cs+ is proposed due to their readily exchange with the He surrounding. Simulations
show that the formation of He atoms around Na+ and K+ in a cluster He environment
is quite distinct from bulk He. 122 The change from bulk He to He clusters goes along
with a more clear structuring, too. Another theoretical study enlightens Na+ doped He
clusters and finds a triple-layer structure for N ≥ 100 at low temperatures (T ≤ 1 K),
whereby at least the 3rd layer stays liquid. 66 Also, the formation of solid-like Ak+ -Hen
snowballs surrounded by a liquid-like environment is theoretically predicted as given in
Ref. 123.
More recent calculations of Reatto and co-workers 65 of several Ak+ -He64 (Ae+ -He64 )
clusters show at least two shells before the He density goes down to zero (Fig. 4.4). By
integrating over the He density one can find a distinct number of He atoms for each shell.
For the first shell these are for Na+ : 12, K+ : 15, Cs+ : 17-18, Be+ : 15, and Mg+ : 19
atoms. Recently published theoretical results show a similar number of He atoms in the
first shell and propose that in the case of Na the 2nd shell is rigid, too. 69 The different
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Figure 4.3.: The Ak+ -He pair potentials were calculated in Refs. 120 and 121. The
interaction potentials are compared with the He-He pair potential. The figure is
taken from Ref. 62.

numbers of He atoms, which arise from different density distributions, are connected to
the pair-potentials (cf. Fig. 4.3). The equilibrium distance between Ak+ (Ae+ ) and He
varies with the size of the ionic core. With an increasing radius the He density decreases.
This can be explained by the interaction of an electric monopole with an induced dipole,
which leads to the following electrostrictive potential:
V (r) =

e2
20 r4

(4.1)

This simple approach is modified by taking the He-He distance into account. The He-He
equilibrium distance is slightly changed by the interaction of the ionic core with the
He atoms. Therefore the number of He atoms in the first shell is increased, when the
modified He-He distance equals the Ak+ (Ae+ )-He distance (cf. Fig. 4.4).
Experimentally, closed shells and preferred structures were examined by different
groups (e.g. Tiggesbäumker and co-workers). In the case of Cs+ a first solid-like shell
is calculated with n = 17 − 18 65 , where the number of He atoms was experimentally
verified. 70 For Rb no theoretical data are available neither for closed shells nor for magic
numbers. Experimentally a first shell closing with n = 14 was found recently. 70
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Figure 4.4.: Density of He64 clusters around positively charged Ak (=Na, K, Cs)
and Ae (=Be, Mg) ions. The figure is taken from Ref. 65.

We monitored Rb-He snowballs by recording mass spectra with our TOF apparatus
upon photo-ionization (Fig. 4.5). The formation process of Ak+ -Hen is enhanced, if the
initial droplet sizes are large 70 (here: N̄i ∼ 2 × 104 , p0 = 40 bar, Tn = 12 K). The photon
energy was set to 22407 cm−1 . Note, that the signal height in the TOF spectra does not
represent the signal strength in full. This is because the channel width of our counter
was kept fix at 50 ns, so that the signal of one ion species can appear in one or more
channels. Therefore the spectra were fitted using Gaussian distributions to obtain the
abundance at different masses:
f (x) = √

A
2πσ 2

e−

(x−xc )2
2σ 2

(4.2)

with area A, center position xc of the peak, and variance σ 2 .
The intensity decrease in the mass regime 85 − 143 amu (85,87 Rb-Hen , n = 4...14) is
by trend exponentially (note the logarithmic scale). The slightly stronger decrease at
n = 1...4 is most probably connected to the formation of small exciplexes, which are
favorable created. Beyond 141 amu, respectively 143 amu, one can see a strong decrease
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Table 4.1.: Shell closings and magic numbers of cations in He as found in different
experimental (red bold) and theoretical works (black). “Shell closing” means a
filled shell of n He atoms around the cation. “Magic number” means a stable He
configuration without filling a shell.

cation
Li

+

Li+
2
Na+

Na+
2
+
K

K+
2
Rb+
Cs

+

Cs+
2
Be+
Mg+

Mg2+
Ag+
Zn+
Cd+
Pb+
Pb2+
SF+
6

52

shell closing
8, 29
10
6
12
15
16, 51
10, 38
6
12, 43
14-15
15
12, 40

magic number

14, 16,18

20

6, 12, 17, 24
14
14
13...19
17-18
17-18

12
12, ∼50
8

15
19
18-19
20
7, 10, 16
9
11 ± 1
10, 12, 32, 44
12
11 ± 1
17
12
20

Reference
62
63
64
65,69
63
66
62
64
67
69
63,65
62
64
70
this work
70
this work (chapter 5)
65,69
this work (chapter 5)
65,69
65
69
68
71
68
71
71
71
71
72
71
67
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Figure 4.5.: TOF spectra of Rb-HeN upon photoionization with a photon energy
of 22407 cm−1 in the range of 80 − 156 amu. The blue and red circles represent the
area A of each 85,87 Rb-Hen peak using a normalized Gaussian distribution. The line
between the circles is to guide the eye. Note the logarithmic scale of the ordinate.

of the intensity. This corresponds to a preferred snowball structure of Rb-He14 . In Ref.
70 this size was already identified as a closed shell, which we identify, too. Abundance
ratios of next-neighboring signals were formed to identify more stable structures in this
mass regime: An /An−1 . As Cs is always contaminating Rb in our pick-up cell, 87 Rb
should be used for this. Note, that the mass of Cs (133 amu) coincides with the one of
Rb-He12 . The abundance ratio is displayed in Fig. 4.6. Values below 1 represent a signal
decrease; values above 1 vice versa. The decrease of the snowball abundance from n = 0
to 14 can be identified by the abundance ratios. Also the significant drop in intensity
at n = 15, which is connected to a shell closure, can be seen. By studying the ratios
one finds a slight increase (An /An−1 ∼ 1.1) at n = 12. We interpret this as a stable
structure below a shell closing, which is predicted for Na+ -He12 and K+ -He12 . 124 . No
theoretical data for Rb are available, but this behavior is also similar to experimental
data of Cs+ -He12 .
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Figure 4.6.: Abundance ratio of 87 Rb-Hen : An /An−1 . The line between the circles
is to guide the eye. Signals at n = 12 and 14 are discussed in the text.

In conclusion, we could verify the stable structure with n = 14, which is most probably
a He shell closing, and found another pronounced structure at n = 12, by monitoring
the intensities of Rb+ -Hen . In Tab. 4.1 shell closings and magic numbers of different
cations are presented.

4.3. Measurements of immersed Rb+
n
The position of any positively charged ion is most preferable in the center of a He atom
surrounding. 125 This is due to the inhomogeneous field, which polarizes the He atoms.
As mentioned, the observation of Rb+ does not help to find the ionization threshold of
Rb atoms on HeN . Because of the highly attractive interaction between Rb+ and HeN ,
the positively charged ions should therefore immerse into the droplet upon photoionization. There are mainly two reasons for the observed Rb+ : i) fragmented Rb clusters, ii)
too much excess energy of Rb ions, which is converted into kinetic energy, so that they
eject from the droplet’s surface. We will call the immersed Ak+ ion in the He droplet
Ak+ -HeN .
The immersion of the Ak+
n can be monitored with a TOF mass spectrometer, whereby
the high mass of the droplet itself has to be considered. In general, the electric field has
too be strong enough to direct the positively charged droplet into the detector. For the
detection of immersed ions the TOF is preferably used in its linear mode with rather
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Figure 4.7.: Difference mass spectrum of photo-ionized Rb doped He droplets with
a photon energy of 33587 cm−1 . The signals have been binned with a bin width
of 1000 amu. Voltage settings are: VA2= 3100 V (extraction grid) and VXY=
−50 V (acceleration field in beam direction). Inset: integrated difference signal for
different voltage settings. The bubble size represents the signal strength in the
range of 1000 − 15000 amu.

small initial droplet sizes (e.g. N̄i ∼ 5 × 103 , pn = 30 bar, Tn = 15 K). The calculation
of optimal voltages is difficult mainly due to the size distribution of the droplets. With
an one-photon ionization scheme we tested several voltage alignments to find an optimal
setting (Fig. 4.7). The repeller plate voltage was kept fixed at its maximum voltage:
VA1=4550 V. The voltages of the first extraction grid (VA2) and of a further electrical
field, which accelerates in droplet beam direction (VXY) were varied. The signals were
binned with a bin width of 1000 amu to obtain a reliable signal-to-noise ratio. From
the spectra one can clearly identify a distribution similar to a log-normal distribution,
which describes the He droplet size distribution under our source conditions (Fig. 4.7).
Integrated signals in the range 1000−15000 amu measured with different voltage settings
are displayed in the inset of Fig. 4.7. With our source conditions the highest ion yield
in this mass regime is obtained with VA2= 3100 V (extraction grid) and VXY= −50 V.
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The integrated signals were recorded at different photon energies, which are in the
range of the ionization threshold of Rb atoms (ν̃ = 33690.81 cm−1 ). We cannot find any
significant influence of the photon energy on the Rb+ -HeN ion yield in an one-photon
ionization process (Fig. 4.8). With the goal in mind to ionize single Rb atoms on the
He droplet a depletion laser was used, which is placed in front of the ionizing laser. The
photon energies of the depletion laser (cw, Ti:Sapphire) were set either to 12830 cm−1 ,
which is at the maximum of the D2 line, or to 13425 cm−1 , which is a strong dimer
102
transition of Rb2 on HeN ((1)3 Πg ← a3 Σ+
. In both cases excited Rb (Rb2 ) will eject
u)
from the surface of the He droplet, so that less Rb-HeN (Rb2 -HeN ) will enter the ionizing
regime of the second laser and the ion yield should be influenced by this technique. The
integrated ion signals are displayed in the inset of Fig. 4.8, where “ON” means that the
depletion laser is active and “OFF” that it is inactive. One can see, that we ionize Rb2
directly, which immerses into the droplet. The depletion laser has no influence on the
monomer part, so that we use a non-destructive Resonance-Enhanced-Multi-PhotonIonization (REMPI) technique, which is described in Sec. 4.4.
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Figure 4.8.: Integrated difference signal of ionized Rb doped He droplets with
masses > 1000 amu at different photon energies (the lowering of the IT due to the
electrical field has been added). The vertical dashed line represents the ionization
threshold of the free Rb atom. The error bars represent the standard deviation of
the ion yield in our experiment. The connecting line is only to guide the eye. Inset:
Integrated difference signal with/without a depletion laser set to a monomer/dimer
transition. Details are explained in the text.
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4.4. Forming Rb+ snowballs in the center of He
nanodroplets

Helium nanodroplets (HeN ) provide a unique matrix to isolate and study atoms or
molecules in a low-temperature environment at T = 370 mK. Alkali-metal (Ak) atoms,
such as rubidium (Rb), are an excellent probe to examine basic principles of this kind
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of cluster spectroscopy. The ionization threshold as well as Rydberg states of Ak atoms
lie at low energy in comparison to other atoms. Besides, the associated transition probabilities for ionization and excitation into Rydberg states are high. Moreover, Ak atoms
reside on the surface of the He nanodroplet in their ground state due to a weak Vander-Waals interaction and do not migrate into the nanodroplet, as most other atoms or
molecules do. 57
Usually an Ak atom photo-detaches from the surface of the He nanodroplet upon
electronic excitation; the Rb D1 -line is an exception in that the atom remains on the
nanodroplet surface and relaxes back into the 52 S1/2 state. 60 This has been exploited
to achieve repeated excitations and optical pumping. 60 Here we demonstrate that this
greatly enhances sequential ionization of Rb doped He nanodroplets, which leads to an
immersion of the positively charged ion into the He nanodroplet.
General principles of excitation and emission spectroscopy of Ak atoms on He nanodroplets have been described in Ref. 60. In the group of Stienkemeier the ionization
of Ak atoms as well as the formation of small Ak snowballs has been observed with a
quadrupole mass spectrometer, which allows only to monitor small masses. 70 The nanodroplet beam apparatus used here has been described in detail in Ref. 46. In short,
He nanodroplets are formed in a free-jet expansion of He gas and are afterwards doped
with Rb atoms. The nanodroplet size is varied by changing the nozzle temperature
(TN = 9 − 15 K), where the nozzle pressure is kept fixed (pN = 30 bar). The Rb vapor
pressure was set to maximize monomer pick-up. In a first step a cw laser pumps Rb
atoms either into the surface-stable 52 P1/2 or into the 52 P3/2 state, that desorbs from
the surface of the nanodroplet. With a frequency doubled Ti:Sapphire laser of 30 ns
pulse duration the excited atoms are then ionized, whereby the photon energy of the
2nd laser was kept fixed at 21911 cm−1 . The photon energy of the 1st laser was set to
three different values, which allows to explain the different reaction products depending
on the configuration of the intermediate state. The ions are detected with a time-offlight (TOF) mass spectrometer (Jordan D-850 AREF). The He nanodroplet beam was
chopped and all signals are given as difference signals, to clearly identify only ionization
products coming from Ak atoms on nanodroplets.
The ionization products of Rb doped nanodroplets with an average number of N̄ ≈
6 × 103 atoms (TN = 15 K, pN = 30 bar) are shown in Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10.
At small masses (Fig. 4.9) Rb+ , Rb+ −Hen with (n < 20) and Rb+
2 can be identified.
The signal obtained at different masses taken with different pump photon energies can
be compared to each other. We observed that the Rb dimer signal does not change significantly even without the pump laser, because a two-photon one-color ionization with
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Figure 4.9.: TOF spectra in the range from 85 to 174 amu. The signals are given in
counts per laser pulse of the second laser. The ionization products were monitored
with three different photon energies of the first laser (12607 , 12830 , 13000 cm−1 )
and without the first laser. Vertical offsets of 0.01 are used to better distinguish
the different signals.

the probe laser only is possible. Dimers are ionized from their triplet ground state a3 Σ+
u,
which is the most stable one on He nanodroplets, resonantly enhanced by the presence
of various excited states. 126 As they can fragment, also Rb+ products can be observed.
In contrast, Rb monomers in their ground state are not resonantly excited by the pulsed
laser only, so that the ion yield in the lowest trace of Fig. 4.9 is attributed primarily to
fragmentation products.
The formation of small Rb-Hen (n < 20) snowballs can be studied, too. For Rb and
other Ak this has been observed experimentally in Ref. 70. Theoretical work is provided
in Ref. 127. In a pseudo-diatomic model, where the He nanodroplet is treated as one
giant atom and the second atom is the Ak, it is well known that three diatomic states
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can be identified for ns → np transitions: 2 Π1/2 , 2 Π3/2 and 2 Σ1/2 . 60 For excitation into
the 2 Σ1/2 state, having a maximum at ∼ 13000 cm−1 in the spectrum, exciplex formation is prevented by the repulsive character of the potential curve. At lower energies
(2 Π3/2 , ∼ 12830 cm−1 ) exciplex formation is enhanced due to a minimum in the Rb-Hen
potential. 59 For the D1 -line transition (2 Π1/2 ) at ∼ 12607 cm−1 , where one would also
expect exciplexes, the formation is prevented due to a potential barrier in the A2 Π1/2
state of the Rb-He potential. 59

Figure 4.10.: TOF spectra in the range from 1000 to 20000 amu, where the scale is
given in numbers of He atoms. The ionization products of Rb doped nanodroplets
with an average number of N̄i ≈ 6 × 103 atoms (TN = 15 K) have been monitored
with and without the first laser. The difference signals have been binned with a
bin width of 250 He atoms, where the central atom number is labeled in the graph.
We have fitted the signals using a lognormal function, which usually describes the
size distribution of He nanodroplets.

At heavy masses (> 2000 amu) we identified large ion signals (Fig. 4.10). We can see
that the formation of such ions is strictly connected to the choice of excitation energy
of the first transition. As the most stable position for all ions in a He nanodroplet envi-
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ronment is the center 125 , the Rb atom immerses in the nanodroplet when ionized during
its residence at the surface of the nanodroplet. The immersion is, therefore, greatly
enhanced if an intermediate excitation into the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state is applied. The excitation of the D2 -line leads only to an immersion, if the delay time between pump and
probe photon absorption is shorter than the time needed for exciplex formation, which
is in the ps-range. 128 In contrast, the ionization of Rb-HeN is not resonantly enhanced,
if only the pulsed laser is applied, so that no heavy ions are produced. Only excitation
of Rb into the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state provides the very effective springboard for ionization
through the laser pulse of 21911 cm−1 energy.
As the formation of He shells around Na+ and K+ in a He cluster has been theoretically predicted in Ref. 122, it is most likely that Rb+ forms a snowball in the center of
the He nanodroplet. The difference in estimated nanodroplet sizes and observed masses
can be explained by five facts: (i) Theoretical calculations using pair-wise potentials
show that the ionization threshold for Rb on He nanodroplets is close to the ionization
threshold of bare Rb atoms. With an excess energy in the range of 800−1000 cm−1 above
the ionization threshold an evaporation of about 250 He atoms from the nanodroplet is
expected. (ii) The binding energy between the ion and the nanodroplet is transformed
into He atom evaporation. The difference in energy for an ion at the center with one
near the edge of the He nanodroplets is 151 cm−1 as given in Ref. 125. We assume that
approximately 30 He atoms will be evaporated due to this process. (iii) The snowball
formation itself could also lead to He atom evaporation. According to Ref. 69 the total
energy for a K+ -He128 is given with 23.53 K per He atom (Cs+ -He128 : 22.90 K). For Rb+
no data are available. If we assume a similar energy per He atom, we deduce a further
evaporation of ∼ 430 He atoms. (iv) The pick-up process itself lowers the nanodroplet
size by approximately 170 He atoms according to Ref. 45. (v) The sensitivity of our
multi-channel-plate detector is strongly mass dependent in this regime, so that higher
masses will not be recorded well. The recorded masses show therefore only the lower
portion of the nanodroplet size distribution. We also note that the observed signals,
shown in Fig. 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, may not reflect the actual mass distribution due to voltage limitations of our extraction field.
The Rb ion signal (52 S1/2 → 52 P1/2 → Rb+ ) has been studied in detail for nanodroplet
sizes in the range of N̄i = 6 − 15 × 103 atoms (Fig. 4.11). Nanodroplet size N̄i means
the average size produced under our stagnation conditions according to the scaling laws
of Ref. 29. The measured signals have been fitted with a lognormal function to assign
their size distribution. The measured intensities, as well as the fits, correlate clearly with
the nanodroplet size, including the mentioned reasons for the size reduction. Under all
nozzle conditions given in Fig. 4.11, no ion signals at high masses were detected without
the pump laser.
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Figure 4.11.: Comparison of TOF spectra obtained with different nanodroplet sizes
N̄i . The data are fitted with a lognormal function. The fit values for N̄f , given in
ascending order, are 1439, 1569, 1791, 1990.

At nozzle temperatures below ∼ 11 K one leaves the subcritical regime for producing
He nanodroplets and enters the supercritical regime, which leads to nanodroplets with
average numbers of N̄ = 105 − 107 atoms. 129 In this case the two-step ionization is suppressed as the pick-up probability favors the growing of large Rb oligomers, which show
bulk behavior. Besides, the subsequent pick-up of Rb atoms by the nanodroplet leads to
strong evaporation of He atoms, because of the pick-up process itself and gained binding
energies of the formed Rb clusters. As the ionization threshold (work function 2.1 eV 118 )
for the Rb bulk surface is below the photon energy of the pulsed laser (2.72 eV), one
ionizes Rb bulk or large clusters directly by an one-photon process (Fig. 4.12). In this
case the resulting ion has masses of > 20000 amu, which clearly agrees with our explanation. We note again that our detection efficiency for masses beyond 5000 He atoms is
negligibly small.
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Figure 4.12.: Comparison of TOF signals with and without the pump laser, when
the nanodroplets are produced in the supercritical regime (TN = 9 K). The data
are fitted with a lognormal function. Beyond 20000 amu (5000 He atoms) the TOF
data cannot be resolved sufficiently.

In conclusion, we have shown that by using our two-step ionization scheme Rb monomers can be selectively ionized on the surface of the nanodroplet, which leads to an
immersion of the single alkali ion and most likely the formation of a snowball in the
center of the He nanodroplet.
With the knowledge that a positively charge immerses into the droplet we propose
an experiment with calcium (Ca), which also resides on the surface of the droplet, and
single water molecules, which are inside the droplet. 130 In other words there is a barrier
between two reactants. A reaction can be triggered when the Ca atom is ionized and
therefore immerses, so that Ca+ and H2 O can react. 131 The ionization can be achieved
with a XeCl-laser. The probe of the reaction can be done in several ways. First, one
could simply use the QMS to examine reaction products. The disadvantage would be
that the electron impact ionization in front of the QMS destroys the He droplet and one
could not distinguish between an ionization of the droplet which triggers the reaction or
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the pure ionization of the Ca atom. Remember that the ionization of an alkaline-earth
atoms leads to an Ak atom-like electronic structure. We would therefore prefer to excite
the Ca+ -H2 O complex from the S0 ground state to a higher electronic state using a
counter propagating laser beam. The deposited energy leads to a evaporation and a
shrinking of the droplet, so that one can record the transition by the amount of droplets
which reach the QMS.
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Cesium (Cs) on helium droplets has been well examined experimentally and
theoretically. We report the non-desorption of cesium (Cs) atoms on the surface of helium nanodroplets (HeN ) in their 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state upon photoexcitation as well as the immersion of Cs+ into the HeN upon photo-ionization
via the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state. Cesium atoms on the surface of helium nanodroplets are excited with a laser to their 62 P states. We compare laserinduced fluorescence (LIF) spectra with a desorption-sensitive method (Langmuir-Taylor detection) for different excitation energies. Dispersed fluorescence spectra show a broadening of the emission spectrum only when Cs-HeN
is excited with photon energies close to the atomic D1 -line, which implies an
attractive character of the excited state system (Cs∗ -HeN ) potential energy
curve. The experimental data are compared with a calculation of the potential energy curves of the Cs atom as a function of its distance R from the
center of the HeN in a pseudo-diatomic model. Calculated Franck-Condon
factors for emission from the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) to the 62 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ) state help
to explain the experimental data. The stability of the Cs∗ -HeN system allows to form Cs+ snowballs in the HeN , where we use the non-desorbing
62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state as a springboard for ionization in a two-step ionization
scheme. Subsequent immersion of positively charged Cs ions is observed in
time-of-flight mass spectra, where masses up to several thousand amu were
monitored. Only ionization via the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state gives rise to a very
high yield of immersed Cs+ in contrast to an ionization scheme via the 62 P3/2
(2 Π3/2 ) state. At the other end of the mass scale one can study small Cs+ Hen (n = 1 − 56) and Cs+
2 -Hem (m = 1 − 23) complexes, too. When resonant
two-photon ionization is applied to cesium dimers on He droplets, Cs+
2 -HeN
aggregates are observed in time-of-flight mass spectra. Most results of this
chapter have been published in J. Chem. Phys. 135 (2011), 074306 (Ref. 4).

5.1. Introduction
Ion-induced electrostatic effects are of interest in several fields of physics, biology and
chemistry. 132,133 Positively charged ions embedded in superfluid helium (He) enhance the
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density of the He surrounding around the ion. 65,69 Locally the He density may exceed
the crystallization limit, so that the He atoms form solid shells around the impurity and
the complex can be called snowball. 119 On the other hand, alkali-metal (Ak) atoms, such
as cesium (Cs) studied here, play a key role in fundamental research as their excited
electronic states as well as their ionization threshold is rather low, which makes them
easily accessible for spectroscopic investigations. As one-electron systems they are rather
easy to model, too.
Helium nanodroplets (HeN ) have been well established as a spectroscopic matrix for
studying properties of atoms, molecules, and clusters in a superfluid environment at low
temperature (T = 370 mK). Fundamental principles of this kind of spectroscopy can be
found in Refs. 26,78.
This chapter contains two complementary parts about Cs atoms on He nanodroplets:
1. The re-examination of the D1 - and D2 -line of Cs atoms on the surface of He nanodroplets with special respect to the stability of the excited state system: Cs∗ -HeN ,
meaning the non-desorption of the Cs atom from the surface (∗ indicates an excited
state).
2. The formation of Cs+ and their subsequent immersion into a HeN , an indication
of forming He around the Cs+ ion, as well as preferred Cs+ -Hen and Cs+
2 -Hem
structures.
The stability of the Cs-HeN system in its first excited state can be also used as a springboard in the systematic observation of Rydberg states. 5 Here, the two-step ionization
scheme has been first applied and we have monitored the immersion of Cs atoms after
ionization, where snowball complexes in the He nanodroplet are most probably formed.
Forming Cs ion-molecule complexes inside the helium nanodroplets, which can be probed
downstream by spectroscopy, may give new insight into fundamental electrostatic effects
in a nanosized superfluid environment.
When picked up, Ak atoms remain on the surface of a HeN and create a dimple,
which is unlike most other complexes, that move inside the nanodroplet. When electronically excited, Ak atoms usually detach from the surface of the HeN . Until now,
only the excitation into the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state (D1 -line) of Rb monomers with certain
photon energies is known as an exception from this rule. 60 This has been used for optical
pumping experiments 60 , stepwise excitations 1 , ionization experiments 2 , and is also an
important ingredient for electron spin resonance spectroscopy on HeN . 134
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Excitation of Cs on He nanodroplets followed by its detachment was observed in an
earlier work, where it was argued that Cs atoms form exciplexes with helium, which detach from the He nanodroplet, after electronic excitation to the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state. 135
Also, simulations were presented, where the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) potential of Cs∗ -HeN has a
strictly repulsive character. 136 In contrast to Rb atoms on HeN , 59 no fluorescence spectra
were available for the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) → 62 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ) transition of Cs. In this work, we
show that Cs behaves like Rb, i.e. different from the lighter Ak atoms sodium (Na) and
potassium (K).
The formation of snowballs has been studied in various experiments. For Ak+ (Na, K,
Rb, Cs) ions small snowballs (Ak+ -Hen ) with a first He shell closure were studied in Ref.
70. The observation of large Rb+ -HeN aggregates (N > 1000) with Rb+ in a He snowball
configuration inside a He nanodroplet was recently reported. 2 Other materials like silver
(Ag) or magnesium (Mg) have been examined, too. E.g. for Ag+ -Hen a 1st shell closure
appears at n = 10, 12 and a 2nd closure at n = 32, 44. 71 Theoretical aspects concentrating on Ak+ -Hen can be found in several works, e.g. Refs. 62,65,66,122,123,127,137.
One of the main theoretical findings is the layer-like He density concentration around
Ak ions. For Cs, theoretically at least two layers are characterized by an increase in He
density. 65,69
A special feature of the non-desorption, demonstrated in this work, allows to excite or
ionize Cs monomers selectively without addressing nanodroplets with oligomers, which
are always present. Our results of monomer-selective ionization experiments indicate
strong electrostatic effects between the He nanodroplet and the Cs+ ion as well as an
immersion of the Cs+ into the He nanodroplet.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Sec. 5.2, we present briefly the experimental
set-up. In Sec. 5.3, we demonstrate that a large fraction of excited Cs atoms in their
62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state does not desorb from the surface of the droplet. This allows us to
demonstrate a stepwise ionization for this species (Sec. 5.4), where we observe the immersion of Cs+ into the He nanodroplet, most probably with a subsequent formation of
snowballs. In Sec. 5.5 we briefly explain the theoretical approach for modeling Ak-HeN
potential energy curves. For the sake of convenience we use two different notations to
label the electronic states of the Cs atom, as described in previous papers. 1,61 Shortly,
the first one is that of the bare atom in the LS coupling scheme (e.g. 62 P1/2 , 62 P3/2 );
the droplet is treated as a perturbation and also defines the quantization axis, normal
to the droplet surface. The second notation is that of a diatomic molecule, where the
whole He nanodroplet is treated as a fictitious atom; in this notation we use Hund’s case
a (e.g. 2 Π1/2 , 2 Π3/2 , 2 Σ1/2 ). This notation is used for the sake of consistency among
all Ak-HeN systems. For specific calculations, one has to use the appropriate Hund’s
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case that applies to the corresponding states, i.e. depending on the size of the spin-orbit
coupling.

5.2. Experimental
He nanodroplets are created using our droplet beam apparatus, which has been described
in Chap. 2. General principles of excitation and emission spectroscopy of Ak atoms on
HeN can be found in several works (e.g. Refs. 57,59,60). In brief, He nanodroplets are
formed in a free-jet expansion of He gas. 26 They are doped by flying through Cs vapor
in a heated pick-up cell. In the current experiments monomer pick-up was maximized
by keeping the temperature at a rather low value (∼ 370 K), which allows to mainly
observe Cs monomers as the probability of picking up two or more Cs atoms is kept low.
Here, 62 P← 62 S transitions and the ionization of Cs atoms attached to He droplets
are examined using different methods (LIF, CCD, BD, TOF) and lasers (L1, L2).
Four different detection schemes, placed in series along the He nanodroplet beam axis,
were used:
1. Excitation spectra monitored by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF): LIF spectra are
measured in the interaction zone between laser and HeN beam by recording the
fluorescence light with a Peltier-cooled photomultiplier tube (PMT, housing: Product for Research, TE210TS-RF; tube: Hamamatsu R943-01 with GaAs photocathode). The sensitivity of this PMT strongly decreases below ∼ 11600 cm−1 and cuts
off at ∼ 11100 cm−1 . In order to obtain reliable excitation signals the recorded
data have been corrected by the wavelength-dependent sensitivity provided by the
manufacturer. For lack of knowledge of emission wavelengths we use the excitation
wavelengths, which provide no significant mistake as the emission of exciplexes is
redshifted (weaker signal at our PMT).
2. Emission spectra: a grating spectrograph (McPherson EU-700) in combination
with a CCD-camera (LOT-Andor iDUS DU401A BR-DD) is used to monitor fluorescence spectra of Cs monomers upon excitation.
3. Beam depletion (BD) spectra: a Langmuir-Tailor surface ionization detector is
used for measuring the amount of Cs atoms transported by the He nanodroplet
beam. 77 The signal decreases due to the desorption of Ak atoms, which usually
happens by exciting Ak atoms into higher electronic states as they are only weakly
bound to the surface of He nanodroplets (∼ 10 cm−1 ). The BD signals were
recorded with a lock-in-amplifier (Stanford Research SR510).
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4. Time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectra: photo-ionized complexes are detected with a
time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer (Jordan D-850 AREF).
For photo-excitation and -ionization two lasers (L1, L2) are applied:
1. L1 is a continuous wave (cw) Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent 899-01) with a maximum
power of ∼ 2.5 W.
2. L2 is a frequency-doubled tunable pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Indigo S,
repetition rate 5 kHz, pulse duration 30 ns) and is used with fixed photon energies
of 22100 and 22204 cm−1 (pulse energy ∼ 55 µJ) in ionization experiments only.
Measurements of D1 - and D2 -lines (LIF, emission, BD) provided in Sec. 5.3 were performed with L1 only. For measurements (TOF) in Sec. 5.4 we used L1 for pumping the
62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state (1st excitation) and L2 for the ionization from this state or L2 only
to examine Cs+ -Hen complexes at low masses.

5.3. Non-desorption of Cs monomers in their 62P1/2
(2Π1/2) state on He droplets
In the case of Rb-HeN no desorption at excitation energies near the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) ←
52 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ) transition takes place and further excitation is possible. 1,60 The results
displayed in Figs. 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 will show that Cs atoms on HeN exhibit the same
behavior.
We compare the LIF signals at different laser powers (20, 600, 1500 mW) in Fig. 5.2. To
see saturation effects, the signals are scaled to the height of the D1 -line. The excitation
line shape can best be judged at 20 mW power, because saturation effects should not occur. The D1 -line appears as a single peak (a) with an asymmetric profile (Fig. 5.2). The
D2 -line has a double-peak structure (peaks b and c), which is similar to mass-resolved
photoionization and LIF spectra of Bünermann et al. 135 (Fig. 5.1). This structure can be
well explained with a pseudo-diatomic model with three diatomic states: 2 Π1/2 , 2 Π3/2 ,
and 2 Σ1/2 . 57
By increasing the laser power, the relative amplitude of the D2 -line decreases compared to the one of the D1 -line. Also the double-peak structure of the D2 -line vanishes.
By forming exciplexes, which is mostly the case for the second peak of the D2 -line
(peak c), fluorescence light is strongly redshifted, 135 so that it is neither possible to
record this in full nor to evaluate its intensity with our PMT. This redshift has been
also observed for other Ak atoms, like Rb. 59 The monitored power dependent-behavior
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Figure 5.1.: Photoionization spectra of Cs-doped He droplets taken from Ref. 135.
The top panel represents the integrated spectrum, meaning the non mass-selective.
The lower panels give the intensities of Cs and CsHe. Gaussian fits have been
applied by Bünermann et al. to the peaks (gray) in order to show the diatomic
structure and to explain the different ionization products at different excitation
energies.

is an indication for multiple excitation-emission processes, when excited at the D1 -line. 60
To explain this we also monitored beam depletion. A comparison of both measurements is plotted in Fig. 5.3. The depletion signal has been scaled to the height of the
LIF signal on the blue side of the D1 -line (∼ 11280 cm−1 ), where direct desorption of
Cs atoms and no exciplex formation is expected. 59,135 In the range of the D2 -line also
dimer and trimer transitions are present, 135 which should show shifted emission spectra.
Therefore LIF and BD behave differently beyond 11730 cm−1 .
At low excitation energies (∼ 11200 cm−1 ) there is a strong difference between both
signals. As fluorescence light is emitted at those excitation energies Cs monomers have
to be excited into their 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state. On the other hand no depletion can be
observed, meaning that the Cs monomer does not desorb from the surface of the He nanodroplet. At higher excitation energies both methods show a similar behavior, meaning
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Figure 5.2.: LIF signal of the D1 - and D2 -lines with different laser powers. The
signals are scaled to the height of peak a and smoothed. The vertical lines show the
62 P1/2,3/2 ← 62 S1/2 transitions of the bare atom. Features a, b and c are discussed
in the text.

that the Cs monomer is ejected. The number of excitation-emission cycles on the HeN
is limited, however, as also the ratio of the LIF signal amplitudes of D1 - and D2 -lines
increases non-linearly with the laser power. We interpret this as a recycling process similar to the one observed for Rb. 60 The same Cs monomer can be excited several times
without desorbing from the nanodroplet, which also explains the different ratios of the
signals (Fig. 5.2).
The consequences of non-desorption can be further investigated by recording dispersed fluorescence spectra (Fig. 5.4) as it was done for Rb-HeN . 60 At the maximum of
the BD signal (∼ 11240 cm−1 ) atomic desorption is expected. The atomic line emission
appears broadened only due to the instrumental limitations. At lower excitation energies (∼ 11200 cm−1 ), where no depletion takes place, the emission line is significantly
broader. This is similar to the case of Rb 60 and agrees well with our explanation, where
emission from Cs atoms bound to the nanodroplet is expected. The excitation into the
62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state implies a new equilibrium density distribution of helium. The decay
from the excited state into the ground state, with the Cs atom fully attached to the
nanodroplet’s surface, leads to a redshift of the emission wavenumbers. In the pseudodiatomic model this goes along with an emission from the vibronic ground state v 0 = 0
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Figure 5.3.: Comparison of excitation LIF and beam depletion (BD) spectra @
600 mW. The vertical lines show the 62 P1/2,3/2 ← 62 S1/2 transitions of the bare
atom. The difference of the peak maxima @ the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state in the LIF
and BD spectrum shows the non-desorbing character of this state when excited
with certain photon energies.

of the Cs∗ -HeN excited state (62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 )) into several vibrational levels v 00 of the
Cs-HeN ground state (62 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 )).
The emission from the Cs atom on the He droplet only differs slightly from the one
from the free Cs atom. The small perturbation by the droplet is much less than the
spin-orbit splitting of the 62 P state manifold. The electronic wavefunction can then be
described with a Hund’s case c coupling scheme. Orbital angular momentum L and
spin S are coupled to form the total angular momentum J, whose projection on the
molecular axis in a pseudo-diatomic model gives Ω. For the relevant state (L = 1,
S = 1/2, J = 1/2, Ω = 1/2) the corresponding diatomic
p energy curve
p CsHe potential
is then given by V|1/2i = c2Π VΠ + c2Σ VΣ with cΠ = − 2/3 and cΣ = 1/3, 96 where
we use Pascale’s diatomic CsHe potential energy curves for VΠ and VΣ . 138 V|1/2i is used
as an external potential for the calculation of the equilibrium density distribution in
DFT calculation. The potential energy curves of the Cs∗ -HeN system (N =1000) as a
function of the distance R between the nanodroplet’s center of mass and the position
of the Cs atom have been calculated using the DFT code by F. Dalfovo 139 modified by
R. Schmied. 140 SO-coupling for the 62 P states was included in analogy to Takami and
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co-workers 106 and Reho et al. 100

Figure 5.4.: Fluorescence spectra of Cs-HeN at different excitation energies
recorded with a laser power of 1500 mW. At photon energies of 11240 cm−1 Cs
desorbs from the nanodroplet so that atomic fluorescence is observed (red dotted
line). At lower photon energies (11200 cm−1 ) a broader spectrum is monitored,
which shows the non-desorbing character (full black line). The black bars show
simulated Franck-Condon factors for emission using the level 8.0 code 141 , where
the numbers indicate the vibronic levels v 00 of the 62 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ) ground state in
the pseudo-diatomic model. The vertical gray bar represents the atomic transition
62 P1/2 → 62 S1/2 . Inset: Potential curves of Cs-He1000 for different states of Cs.
R(Å) is the distance between the center of the nanodroplet and the bare atom.
Details of the calculation are given in the text.

Our measurements can be compared with earlier ones from Bünermann et al. in Ref.
135, where direct desorption (peak maximum at 11228 cm−1 , FWHM 48 cm−1 , relative amplitude 1.00) as well as Cs-He exciplex formation (11209 cm−1 , 37 cm−1 , 0.06)
occurs for the Cs D1 -line. After exciplex formation energy is released that causes desorption. This energy release is more than the photon excess energy. For Rb, there
is a potential barrier along the A2 Π1/2 Rb-He potential, so that exciplex formation is
foreclosed at small photon excess energies and therefore Rb stays on the surface of the
nanodroplet 59,60,100 . As mentioned, for Cs the situation was believed to be different 135 ,
but it was also recognized that the relative amplitudes differ strongly (1.00 to 0.06),
which makes exciplex formation unlikely.
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Theoretical considerations underline that exciplex formation is improbable. The formation of exciplexes is strictly connected to the potential Cs∗ -He. The potential barrier
in the A2 Π1/2 state 142–144 has to be overcome to form exciplexes. The barrier height
is given as 75 142 and ∼ 100 cm−1 , 144 which can be compared with our measurements.
The free atom level is given as ∼ 11178 cm−1 ) and the binding energy between Cs in its
ground state and the He droplet is ∼ 20 cm−1 . The Cs atoms begin to eject from the
He droplet at excitation energies above ∼ 11200 cm−1 , which equals an excess energy of
∼ 42 cm−1 and is lower than the calculated barrier, which prevents exciplex formation.
A further investigation would need the discrimination of ejected Cs∗ atoms from exciplexes. In summary, we conclude from our comparison of LIF and BD measurements
that Cs monomers remain on the surface when excited close to the D1 -line of the bare
atom, which lets us anticipate excellent chances for stepwise ionization measurements
(Sec. 5.4).

5.4. Cs+ snowballs in He nanodroplets
The non-desorption of the Cs 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state opens the possibility to study the
formation of monomer-selective ionization products with a high-yield of Cs+ -HeN complexes.
In our studies, we focused on various aspects: i) Cs+ -HeN formation was investigated
for different initial HeN average sizes. ii) Peak intensities in the mass range 133−358 amu
were monitored in detail to study caging effects. There we find Cs+ -Hen (Cs+
2 -Hem ) of
sizes at least up to n = 56 (m = 23).
In total, three different laser configurations were used: both lasers (1st @ D1 -line, 2nd
ionizing), both lasers (1st @ D2 -line, 2nd ionizing), pulsed laser only.
At small masses (< 500 amu) we can identify small Cs+ -Hen products in a single
pulsed laser configuration, as they were detected earlier in Ref. 70 with sizes up to
n = 39. Here, we see sizes up to n = 56 (Fig. 5.5). Besides Cs+ -Hen related signals
+
we also identify dimer products Cs+
2 -Hem as well as water related products: Cs H2 O,
Cs(CsH)+ , Cs(CsOH)+ . 37 By systematical examination of abundance ratios for neighboring snowball intensities: In /In−1 (not shown), one can identify He shell closures as
dips. A first shell closure of Hen around Cs+ with n = 17−18 was theoretically predicted
by Rossi et al. 65 , who propose a solid-like structure, and experimentally confirmed by
Müller et al. 70 with a similar number of n. More shell closures at higher n might be ex-
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pected, even if they are of fluctuating character and not solid-like 65 . Calculated second
shell closures are given with 21 (28, 32) in the case of Li+ (Na+ , K+ ). 62 Recently published calculations speak of 32 He atoms in the case of Na+ , 69 while for Cs+ no number
is available. Another deviation from a smooth n-dependence of the photoion yield is observed around n = 50 and extends over a larger range of He atoms. This points towards
a second shell closure that may not be rigid and the exact number of He atoms fluctuates
more easily in this case. This is in agreement with Ref. 69. Besides these signatures
we do not find any other deviation from a smooth mass number distribution for Cs+ -Hen .
We can further identify a preferred Cs+
2 -Hem structure at m = 8 (Fig. 5.6). Theoretical findings expect preferred structures of Ak+
2 -Hem for Li: 6, 14, 16, 18 (Na: 6, 20,
64
K: 6, 12, 17, 24). Observed signals at masses 282 and 283 amu belong to Cs+
2 -He4 and
+
+
Cs(CsOH) (not shown). As the photo-ion yield of Cs(CsOH) is ∼ 10×larger than the
one of Cs+
2 -He4 we cannot separate both peaks seriously and do not want to speculate
about a preferred structure of Cs+
2 -Hem in this case.
By applying the additional laser for the two-step scheme (1st @ D1 -line, 2nd ionizing)
we only see a significant difference in the signal at 133 amu. With L1 at 11197 cm−1 , no
exciplexes are formed and only additional pure Cs+ is detected (not shown).
At heavy masses (> 2000 amu) we identify large ion signals for all three different laser
configurations (Fig. 5.7a). We can see that the formation of these ions is strictly related to the presence of L1 and to the choice of excitation energy of the first step (that
is, whether L1 excites the atoms from the ground state into the 2 Π1/2 , 2 Π3/2 , or 2 Σ1/2
state). As the most stable position for all ions in a He nanodroplet environment is its
center 125 , the Cs atom immerses in the nanodroplet when ionized during its residence
at the surface of the nanodroplet. The immersion is, therefore, greatly enhanced if an
intermediate excitation into the non-desorbing 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state is applied. Because
the chosen photon-energy of the pulsed laser L2 can also lead to a resonant excitation
of a dimer state 145 and a monomer state close to the 72 P3/2 state of the bare Cs atom 61 ,
+
the immersion of Cs+
2 and Cs in a pulsed laser configuration only can also be observed
(Fig. 5.7a). We obtain the selective monomer signals as the difference between the signals with and without the cw “first-step laser” (Fig. 5.7b). Note, Cs dimers are ionized
by a resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI) scheme with the pulsed laser only, so they
tend to form snowball-like structures in the interior of a He nanodroplet, too. Only
excitation of Cs with the first laser L1 into the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state provides the very
effective springboard for ionization of the large Cs+ -HeN complex through the laser pulse
of L2.
Theoretical calculations show a formation of He shells around Na+ and K+ in a super-
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Figure 5.5.: Cs+ -Hen products of Cs doped He nanodroplets with an initial size
of N̄i ∼ 15000 He atoms for the pulsed laser only configuration (photon energy
22100 cm−1 ). The bottom (top) abscissa scale is given in numbers of He atoms
(amu). The time-of-flight mass spectrum has been fitted with a gaussian distribution. The given signal of Cs+ -Hen products corresponds to the area of each peak.
The black line serves only to guide the eye. Drops and increases in the intensity at
n = 17 − 18 and around n = 50 are marked by gray bars and indicate shell closures
of He atoms.

fluid He environment 122 . Another theoretical study on Na-ion doped He clusters (Na+ HeN ) finds a triple-layer structure for N ≥ 100 at low temperatures (T ≤ 1 K). 66 Earlier
theoretical findings of Reatto and co-workers indicate a fluctuating structure in the case
of Li+ and Cs+ , as they readily exchange with the He surrounding. 62 More recent calculations of this group show a first solid-like shell for Cs+ with n = 17 or 18, 65,69 which
seems to be experimentally verified. 70 The formation of solid-like Ak+ -Hen snowballs
surrounded by a liquid-like environment is theoretically predicted by Coccia et al. 123 As
result of our experiments, we consider most likely that Cs+ forms an one-layer snowball
in the He nanodroplet with surrounding fluctuating layers.
Determined by our source conditions, the initial average nanodroplet size for the results depicted in Fig. 5.7 is N̄i ∼ 8000 He atoms. 29 The difference in estimated initial
nanodroplet sizes N̄i and observed masses can be explained by two facts: (i) nanodroplet
size reduction due to evaporation and (ii) an instrumental function, which we will discuss
both. (i) The energy levels of Rydberg states at the surface of liquid He are shifted only
by a small amount. 111 Therefore the ionization threshold for Cs on He nanodroplets
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Figure 5.6.: Cs+
2 -Hem abundance of Cs doped He nanodroplets with an initial size
of N̄i ∼ 15000 He atoms for the pulsed laser only configuration (photon energy
22100 cm−1 ). Significant drops in the intensity beyond m = 4, 8 are marked by
gray bars and are explained in the text.

should be close to the ionization threshold of bare Cs atoms. With an approximate
excess energy of 1800 cm−1 above the ionization threshold an evaporation of about 450
He atoms from the nanodroplet is expected. Note, that the binding energy of He atoms
to the nanodroplet is ∼ 5 cm−1 . 26 The binding energy between the ion and the nanodroplet is transformed into He evaporation. The difference in energy between an ion
at the center and one near the edge of the He nanodroplets is given as ∼ 150 cm−1 . 125
We assume that approximately 30 He atoms will be evaporated due to this process.
The pick-up process itself lowers the nanodroplet size by approximately 240 He atoms
according to Ref. 45. Moreover, the formation of snowballs itself could also lead to an
energy release and therefore to an additional evaporation of He. In Ref. 69 the total
energy for a Cs+ -He128 system is given with 22.90 K per He atom. With this we deduce a further evaporation of 420 He atoms. In total, we estimate a nanodroplet size
reduction of ∼ 1140 He atoms. (ii) The sensitivity of our multi-channel-plate detector
is strongly mass dependent in this regime 146 , so that higher masses will not be recorded
well. The recorded masses show therefore only the lower portion of the nanodroplet size
distribution. We also note that the observed signals, shown in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8, may
not reflect the actual mass distribution due to voltage limitations of our extraction field.
The measured signal should be a convolution of an instrumental function and the HeN
size distribution. A best fit turns out to be given by a log-normal distribution, which
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7.: a) Measured signals for three different laser configurations, where the
abscissa scale is given in numbers of He atoms. The different ionization products
of Cs doped He nanodroplets with an initial size of N̄i ∼ 8000 He atoms have been
monitored with and without the cw laser for the first-step excitation. Photon energies were set to D1 : 11197 cm−1 , D2 : 11835 cm−1 , and pulsed laser: 22204 cm−1 .
The signals were binned with a bin width of 25 He atoms, where the central number
is labeled in the graph. b) Difference of signals: “both lasers” - “pulsed laser only”.
The difference signals are fitted using a lognormal function. The values are scaled
to the maximum of the fit amplitude.

reproduces the measured intensities in a proper way.
Finally, we studied the Cs+ -HeN signal (Cs+ ← 62 P1/2 ← 62 S1/2 ) in detail for different
initial nanodroplet sizes in the range of N̄i = 3 − 15 × 103 atoms by choosing our source
parameters according to the scaling laws of Ref. 29 (Fig. 5.8). The measured intensities,
as well as the fits, correlate clearly with the nanodroplet size, including the mentioned
reasons for the size reduction. Under all nozzle conditions given in Fig. 5.8, only negligible ion signals at high masses were detected without the cw pump laser as in Fig. 5.7a.
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Figure 5.8.: Comparison of TOF spectra (difference signals) obtained with different
nanodroplet sizes N̄i . Photon energies were set to D1 : 11197 cm−1 and pulsed laser:
22204 cm−1 . The data are fitted with a lognormal function. The fit values for N̄f ,
given in ascending order, are 950, 1100, 1250, 1500, 1800, and 2250.
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5.5. Theoretical approach
In this Section we describe the model used for the simulation of the emission spectrum
of Cs doped He droplets shown in this Chapter. Within this approach the density distribution of cesium doped HeN has been calculated for Cs in its ground state 62 S1/2
(2 Σ1/2 ) as well as in its excited state 62 P1/2 (2 Π). The used method has been introduced
by G. Auböck and is described in great detail in Ref. 96. Similar methods have been
used in Refs. 57,136. We will briefly repeat the described method 96 and show our own
results. For convenience we state diatomic AkHe states and their properties in bold
letters to distinguish between Ak-HeN potential energy curves. Excited state potentials
are denoted with ∗ (e.g. Cs∗ ).
The valence electron of the alkali-metal atom on the He droplet can be described with
a Hamiltonian consisting of three parts
H = Hatom + HSO + Hdroplet

(5.1)

where Hatom is the Hamiltonian of the bare atom without spin-orbit coupling, which
potential energies are well known. HSO is the spin-orbit (SO) coupling Hamiltonian.
The interaction between Ak atom and the N He atoms of HeN is described by Hdroplet ,
which depends on the distance R between Ak atom and each He atom.
The introduction of a spin-orbit related perturbation HSO not dependent on R is in
analogy to Takami and co-workers 106 and Reho et al. 107 and is well known. As in this
section only the spin-orbit coupling for the 62 P-states (L = 1) is relevant, we state here
only the relevant Hamiltonian in the given basis 107


√
2
0
0
2
√

HSO = ASO  22 − 12 0 
(5.2)
1
0
0 2
The SO coupling constant ASO can be calculated from the energy splitting of the atomic
state (∆SO ): 2/3 ∆SO . For the 62 P states of Cs this is ∆SO ∼ 554 cm−1 .
The energy splitting of the lowest electronic states of Cs is large compared to the
droplet-induced perturbation, which is known from recorded D-line spectra of Cs-HeN ,
so that the system can be expressed in terms of a diatomic molecule, often called
pseudo − diatomic molecule, in order to explain absorption spectra. In Ref. 96 the
notation used here was derived in great detail: the basis states of H are chosen to be the
eigenstates of Hatom . The coordinate system is chosen to be cartesian (X, Y , and Z),
with the quantization axis z. Then the basis states can be expressed by n, L, Λ, S, and
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Σ: |nLΛi |SΣi. n is the main quantum number, L is the electronic angular momentum,
Λ its projection on the quantization axis (Λ = −L, −L + 1, ..., L), S is the electron spin
(here 1/2) and Σ its projection (= ±1/2). In this basis Hatom becomes diagonal.
To obtain Hdroplet one has to include the interaction of the Ak atom with all k He
atoms of the droplet (k = 1-N), which can be done in the following way. Note, that the
perturbation of the droplet only influences the electronic wavefunction of the Ak atom,
because 4 He does not posess any magnetic moment in its ground state, so that the spin S
(and Σ) is not influenced. The interaction Hk can then be described with Ak-He potential
energy curves VAk-He (r) without spin-orbit coupling: VAk-He (rk ) = hnLΛ |Hk | nLΛi,
where we introduced a new Hamiltonian, which describes the interaction between the
Ak and one He atom in a different coordinate system (x, y, z). Corresponding potential
energy curves of Ak-He in different diatomic states can be found in Ref. 138. Hk depends
on the distance rk between the alkali-metal atom and the k-th helium atom. In the global
coordinates (X, Y , Z) Hkz can be obtained by a rotation 96
HkZ = D† Hkz D

(5.3)

with D as Wigner rotation matrix. With the assumption that the influence of all He
atoms is additive we obtain Hdroplet as the sum over all He atoms
Hdroplet =

N
X

Hk

(5.4)

k=1

Let us think about the calculation of Hdroplet . First, one needs the positions of all
k He atoms relative to the dopant. In general, there is the long-ranged van der Waals
interaction between Ak atom and He atoms, which is responsible for the attraction. At
short distances the Pauli repulsion between valence electron and He atoms forces to
minimize the overlap between electron wavefunction and He droplet. The He density,
calculated in relation to the Ak atom, is obtained as a convolution of these two conflicting forces. Here, the density distribution calculation of Ak-HeN is performed with a
density functional theory (DFT) code by F. Dalfovo 139 modified by K. K. Lehmann and
R. Schmied. 140 , where details of this code can be found in the corresponding works. For
this, the interaction VAk-He (r) has to be calculated precisely. The CsHe pair potentials 138
are denoted in diatomic states without SO coupling. The corresponding diatomic states
of the 62 S (Σ) and 62 P (one Σ and one doubly generated Π) states are given in brackets.
The calculation of a He density profile with Cs in its ground state is straightforward.
The XΣ potential of Pascale 138 , which asymptotically connects to the 62 S state of Cs,
with a Hund’s case (a) coupling scheme used for VAk-He (r). A spline fit of Pascale’s XΣ
CsHe potential does not vary significantly from newer KTTY-potentials (Kleinekathöfer,
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Figure 5.9.: CsHe pair potentials in the different diatomic states Σ (black), Π
(blue), and ∆ (red) without spin-orbit coupling. The diatomic states connect
asymptotically in the 2 n0 states of the Cs atom. The underlying data are taken
from Ref. 138.

Tang, Toennies, Yiu) 147,148 As we need also excited state CsHe potentials we trust in
Pascale’s potential energy curves for the calculation of the He densities (Fig. 5.9).
Second, the energy potential curves for Ak-HeN are then obtained from the density
profile with a simple integration instead of the sum in eq. 5.3
Z
Hdroplet = ρ(r) Hk (r)d3 r
(5.5)
In a dipole approximation, where one can use cylindrical coordinates, this turns to be
Z
Hdroplet = ρ(r) Hk (r) r2 sin(θ) drdθdφ
(5.6)
Hdroplet = ρ(r) Hk (r) r 2π

(5.7)

which equals the potential energy curve without a constant shift caused by the atomic
energy state (e.g. 62 P) and a smaller shift due to SO-coupling. For the simulation of
absorption spectra one calculates the involved Ak-HeN potential energy curves. The
He density is assumed to be frozen during the excitation, so that one uses the relevant
diatomic states (VAk-He (r)) in oder to obtain the Ak-HeN potential energy curves within
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Figure 5.10.: Calculated potential energy curves of Cs on a He droplet in its different diatomic states Σ (black), Π (blue), and ∆ (red) without spin-orbit coupling
as well as the Cs+ ion (magenta). The diatomic states connect asymptotically to
the atomic states without spin-orbit coupling. The vertical dotted line represents
the minimum of the ground state potential. Details of the calculation are given in
the text. Note that the He density is assumed to be frozen, so that the potential
energy curves represent the situation during the excitation. In the inset one sees
that the ground state (black) and the ion (magenta) behave both attractive.

the integration. In Fig. 5.10 the potential energy curves of Cs-HeN (N = 2000) without
SO-coupling are shown. One sees that the Cs ground state is bound to the surface of
the He droplet. At the same distance the ionic potential energy curve is lower in energy
than the Cs+ ionization threshold of 31406.5 cm−1 . The potential energy curve increases
at lower distances for Cs+ , which is clearly wrong. This is for reasons of calculation,
where the He density has not been modified. In this scenario the ionization threshold is
redshifted by a small amount.
To explain the emission spectrum (Fig. 5.4) one has to modify the He density, as the
relaxation into a vibronic ground state of non-desorbing Ak atoms on He droplets is
faster than the decay into the electronic ground state. 1,60 This goes along with a change
of the He density due to the increased electron wavefunction of the valence electron.
In the case of the the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state the He density has to be modified, which
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goes along with different diatomic CsHe potential curves: we use the CsHe potential
curves AΣ (repulsive) and AΠ (attractive) of Pascale 138 , which end asymptotically in
the 62 P0 state of the Cs atom. G. Auböck has introduced spin-orbit coupling in the calculation of a modified He droplet density in the case Rb∗ -HeN in his PhD thesis, when
the excitation from the ground state takes place at photon energies close to the atomic
D1 -line. 96 It turned out that Σ and ∆ are not good quantum numbers anymore, because
of the small difference of the AΠ and AΣ state in comparison to the SO-coupling of the
free Cs atom. In the Hund’s case (c) coupling scheme, which should be used instead,
the spin and the electronic angular momentum couple to a total angular momentum
first (J = L + S), which is then projected on the quantization axis (Ω). This means
that the Cs-HeN states 2 Σ1/2 and 2 Π1/2 have to be mixed in order to get |Ωi = |1/2i.
HSO + Hdroplet has to be diagonalized to obtain mixing coefficients. For a calculation
with full precision one has to do this in every iteration step of the calculation for the
He density. This has been fully treated in recent publications based on Monte Carlo
simulations (cf. Refs. 149,150), where excited states of Rb atoms on cold helium have
been calculated. A simplified approach is used here instead.
Before we explain the approach we want to remind the reader about the shape of the
orbital radius of the 62 P1/2 state of Cs, which plays an important role in the formation
of exciplexes 109 as well as in the calculation of the He density. The wavefunction of
the 62 P1/2 state of free Cs atoms is a convolution of two sublevel wavefunctions. The
62 P state manifold splits into two sublevels with J = 1/2 and 3/2 (J = L + S), thus
mJ = ±1/2, ±3/2. In the basis |L, mL , S, mS i and with the normalization condition
|α| + |β| = 1 we get for the 62 P1/2 state (J = 1/2, |mJ | = 1/2)
ΨJ,mJ = Ψ1/2,1/2 = α |1, 1, 1/2, −1/2i − β |1, 0, 1/2, 1/2i

(5.8)

hS, mS |S, m0S i = δmS ,m0S

(5.9)

With

one gets
Ψ1/2,1/2 |Ψ1/2,1/2 = Ψ1/2,1/2

2

= |α|2 h1, 1|1, 1i − |β|2 h1, 0, |1, 0i

(5.10)
(5.11)

L
Let us express this in terms of spherical harmonics Υm
L :

r
1
3
=−
sin θ e−iφ
2 2π
r
1 3
Υ01 =
cos θ
2 π

Υ11
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With α =

p
p
2/3 and β = − 1/3 we obtain
Ψ1/2,1/2

2

=

1
(sin2 θ + cos2 θ),
4π

(5.14)

which is clearly spherical. 109
Let us now briefly explain the density calculation. The perturbation by the droplet
(∼ 10 cm−1 ) is fairly small in comparison to the SO-coupling (∆SO ∼ 554 cm−1 ) for
the 2 P states of the Cs atom). The slight droplet-induced perturbation can be seen
in the emission spectrum (Fig. 5.4), where the difference between on-droplet emission
of Cs atoms and off-droplet emission is tiny. In this case a Hund’s case (c) coupling
scheme with Ω as quantum number can be used. For the calculation of the interesting
non-desorbing Cs-He stateN we have L = 1, S = 12 , J = 12 , and Ω = 12 . The mixing is
represented by Clebsch-Gordon coefficients similar to the previous calculations leading
to a new potential for the interaction between Cs atom and each He atom
Ω=1/2

Π
Σ
VAk-He (r) = c2Π VAk-He
(r) + c2Σ VAk-He
(r)
2 Π
1 Σ
Ω=1/2
VAk-He (r) = VAk-He
(r) + VAk-He
(r)
3
3

(5.15)
(5.16)

With this, we obtain a density profile, which deviates from the one of the electronic
ground state (Fig. 5.11). The Cs atom is pushed further away from the droplet’s center
of mass due to the larger electron wavefunction. As a consequence the dimple size decreases compared to the one of Cs-HeN , which is caused by a weaker interaction between
Cs and He droplet. Also the geometry of the droplet itself is changed.
Note that the approximations used for the calculation of the Hamiltonian Hdroplet ,
which describes the influence of the droplet, are only valid, if the perturbation is small
compared to the difference of electronic states of the bare atom. This seems to be the
case only for the lowest electronic states (e.g. Cs: 62 S, 62 P, 62 D). For the calculation of
higher electronic states a different approach as in Ref. 105 should be used.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11.: (a) Equilibrium helium density of a Cs-doped He droplet (N = 2000)
with the Cs atom in its ground state. The green circle represents the orbital radius
of the Cs atom. In (b) the Cs atom is in its first excited state, so that the He density
is modified and the orbital radius is slightly increased. Details of the calculation
and their explanations are given in the text.
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6. Ionization thresholds of Rb and
Cs on He droplets and Rydberg
states dynamics
In this chapter we report measurements of the ionization threshold of single
rubidium (Rb) and cesium (Cs) atoms on He nanodroplets (HeN ). Alkalimetal atoms usually detach from the surface of a HeN when electronically
excited. As an exception Rb and Cs atoms do not desorb when excited with
photon energies close to their D1 line. Upon photoionization the positively
charged ions immerse into the HeN , where they most probably form snowballs.
We report measurements of the photoionization efficiency for the rubidiumHeN and cesium-HeN systems and find that the ionization threshold is lowered
compared to the free atoms. The corresponding energy shift increases when
going from heavy to light alkali metals and from small to large helium droplets.
Both effects can be explained by the difference in polarization energies associated with submerged alkali metal cations. The findings agree qualitatively
well with recent calculations of helium snowball formation around alkali metal
cations. In addition we show measured lifetimes of highly excited Cs-He complexes, which indicate the proposed non-desorbing character of these states.

6.1. Ionization thresholds of Rb and Cs atoms on He
droplets
Helium droplets (HeN ) serve as unique spectroscopic matrix for the isolation of atoms,
molecules and clusters in a nanoscale superfluid environment of about 0.4 K temperature 26 while allowing the application of basically all molecular beam techniques. 78 The
superfluid property permits unhindered nuclear motion of the dopant and sharp lines
in microwave and infrared spectra. 26,78 Electronic excitation spectra may be strongly
broadened because of the Pauli repulsion by the surrounding helium. 78 So far, mainly
neutral impurities have been studied in and on helium droplets. As mass selection of
dopants is sometimes an important issue, the interaction of ionic species with helium is
a subject of increasing interest. Based on the electrostatic potential produced by the
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dielectric response of the helium to an ionic impurity, Lehmann and Northby 125 presented a potential for the motion of an ion inside a helium droplet. While they derive
an almost harmonic trapping potential for any ionic impurity with the minimum in the
center of the droplet and a positive anharmonicity that lets the potential energy rise
steeply towards the droplet surface, the absolute depth depends of course on the species.
Because of the significantly different interaction energy of neutral and ionized impurities
with helium a deviation of the ionization threshold (IT) from the free atom or molecule
value is to be expected.
As neutrals, alkali metal (Ak) atoms and molecules play a special role in helium
droplet isolation spectroscopy because of the extremely weak alkali metal-helium interaction. As already observed in the first experiments at Princeton, 57 alkali metal dopants
reside on the droplet surface and do not migrate into the helium. Ak ions, however, will
strongly polarize nearby helium atoms and surround themselves by a helium snowball. 69
In fact, the immersion of rubidium 2 (Rb) and cesium 4 (Cs) ions into helium droplets
was recently reported. Galli, Ceperley, and Reatto 69 present theoretical results for the
interaction energy of alkali metal ions with surrounding helium in small droplets that
allow an estimate for the trend in the shift of ionization thresholds for Na, K, and Cs.
The immersion of positively charged Ak ions into the HeN creates strong electrostatic
effects between HeN and Ak+ ion and has recently been studied in various experiments
(cf. Refs. 2,4,151). With this in mind, an artificial atom 152 consisting of a positively
charged ion in the He nanodroplet and an electron outside could be created with Ak
atoms. Due to the strong polarization of helium around a positively charged Ak ion, the
Ak atom core can already migrate into the droplet if the electron density of the Ak atom
valence electron becomes negligibly small in the He droplet region. A decrease of the
ionization threshold (IT) should be an indication that the positively charged Ak atom
core starts to polarize the He droplet before the electron is fully removed and is therefore of fundamental interest. Also our calculations in Sec. 5.5 indicate a slightly lower IT.
Experimentally, the determination of the on-droplet ionization threshold requires ionization sources of the appropriate energy and the detection of the well-defined ion product. Simply detecting ionized alkali metals with attached helium may result from ionization of larger Ak aggregates on helium droplets and subsequent fragmentation in the
same cluster beam. Rubidium and cesium offer the unique opportunity to avoid this
ambiguity through a two-step ionization taking advantage of an intermediate resonance.
Whereas the lighter Ak atoms detach from the surface of the HeN after electronic excitation, the excitation of Rb-HeN 60 into the 52 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state and Cs-HeN 4 into the
62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) does not lead to detachment but leaves the excited atoms residing on
the surface. Corresponding excitation and emission spectra of Rb-HeN and Cs-HeN are
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shown in Refs. 60 and 4, respectively. These findings have allowed a number of investigations that make use of this bound n2 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state (Rb: n = 5, Cs: n = 6) as
springboard for further excitation or ionization 1,2,4 of Ak-HeN complexes while excluding
a simultaneous detection of fragmentation products. The recent assignment of nS, nP,
and nD Rydberg series of Cs atoms on helium droplets 5 is an example.
The notation of electronically excited states of Ak-HeN with moderate principal quantum number n is based on a pseudo-diatomic model, in which the HeN acts as one large
atom and the “internuclear axis” from the droplet center to the surface located Ak atom
serves as quantization axis for orbital and spin momenta in a Hund’s coupling case a.
As described in detail in Refs. 1 and 61, a state is then characterized by its atomic
designation in the LS coupling scheme (e.g. n2 P1/2 ) and the diatomic molecule case
a notation (e.g. 2 Π1/2 ). In the detailed study of Ref. 5, this pseudo-diatomic picture
was judged to be valid up to n ∼ 10 for Cs-HeN . For higher excitations, the role of the
“internuclear axis” vanishes and we are faced with atomic like Rydberg states with an
indication that the Ak ion core starts to sink into the droplet. 5
Here, helium droplets are produced in a supersonic beam expansion of 60 bar of helium gas through a 5 µm diameter nozzle at temperatures between 14 and 20 K, yielding
average sizes of helium droplets between 5000 and 15000 atoms/droplet according to the
scaling laws of Harms, Toennies, and Dalfovo. 29 As details of the experimental set-up,
the doping with Ak atoms, and the applied laser systems have been provided in Refs.
1,4,5 and in previous chapters, we will restrict ourselves to explaining the applied laser
excitation/ionization scheme in the following. Rb (Cs) monomers on HeN are ionized in
a resonant 2-photon ionization (R2PI) scheme with two pulsed lasers. First, they are
excited into their non-desorbing n2 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state (Rb: n = 5, Cs: n = 6) with laser
1 (L1, Ti:Sapphire laser Coherent Indigo S, pulse duration 30 ns, pulse energy 75 µJ,
linewidth < 0.125 cm−1 ). A second photon of laser 2 (L2, dye laser Lambda Physik FL
3002, pulse duration 30 ns, pulse energy 6 mJ, linewidth ∼ 0.2 cm−1 ) ionizes these Ak∗ HeN complexes (∗ indicates an excited state). Both lasers have a linewidth ≤ 0.2 cm−1 ,
i.e. much smaller than the ∼ 10 cm−1 wide n2 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state excitation, where the
atom stays bound to the HeN . 4,60 As L1 has a repetition rate of 5 kHz and L2 of 100 Hz,
a home-made synchronization device was built to guarantee the time overlap of two
laser pulses of L1 and L2. Every 50th pulse of the 5 kHz L1 (master) coincides with one
L2 pulse (slave). The time delay between both laser pulses was adjusted to be smaller
than 10 ns, i.e. smaller than the radiative lifetime of the intermediate state (τ ∼ 30 ns).
Laser wavenumbers were determined using a wavemeter (Coherent WaveMaster, accuracy < 0.005 nm). The non-desorption of the first excited state makes this specific R2PI
scheme favorable as demonstrated in Refs. 1,4,5. The subsequent immersion of the positive charge is observed in time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectra at large masses, where the
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Ak cation sticks together with at least 500 He atoms. The photoionization efficiency
(PIE) of the Ak-HeN is observed by varying the photon energy of L2 and simultaneously
monitoring the photo ion yield with our TOF mass spectrometer at these large masses.
The influence of the extraction field lowering the IT was taken into account by calibration with free alkali metal atom ionization. The influence of the extraction field lowering
the IT was taken into account by calibration with free alkali-metal atom ionization: the
IT is lowered by a constant value due the constant electric field in the ionization regime.
We therefore corrected this decrease of the IT by adding√this value ∆E to the photon
energies. The decrease can be estimated with ∆E = 6.12 F (eq. 2.3) in the case of hydrogenic atoms and if the perturbation by the electric field F is small. At larger electric
field, which we use to detect Ak+ -HeN complexes, and for Ak atoms ∆E differs from this
value. In order to find the correct shift of the ionization threshold we measured the Rb+
ion yield in dependence of the photon energies of L2 with two different field strengths.
The first one is given with 317 V/cm; the latter one (1150 V/cm) is used to detect Ak+ HeN complexes. We know from other measurements 5 that the ionization threshold of
the pure Ak+ in a R2PI scheme is not lowered. With this the influence of the electric
field in the latter case can be derived to ∆E = 189 cm−1 . As in our previous two-step
experiments, 2,4 the ion yield obtained when using only L1 was recorded separately. It
turned out to be within the noise level and could be neglected.
In general, the ionization threshold can be extracted with several methods from the
PIE. Here, we use a Gaussian error function f () (Refs. 153,154)
Z
1 ∞
2
f () =
e−t dt.
(6.1)
π b(E−)
Within this approach one fits Gaussians to the derivative of the photo ion yield function,
where E and b are fit parameters. b is inversely proportional to the half width of the
first derivative and E is at its maximum. We can interpret E as the vertical ionization
potential 155 . Note that the linewidth of L2 is much smaller than the energy, where the
photo ion yield increases, so that the non-finite linewidth can be neglected. As described
in Refs. 1, 4, and 60, the binding energy of Rb and Cs to the droplet is at most 20 cm−1
in the ground state, i.e. the n2 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ) state and even less, namely about 5 cm−1 in
the shallow n2 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) potential (Rb: n = 5, Cs: n = 6). Vibrational level spacings in this excited state potential will amount to about 1 cm−1 . Even if we assume an
immediate relaxation in this intermediate state, the error in relating the energy for the
second step to the value of the ionization threshold is only between 3 and 4 cm−1 . In
order to be on the safe side and give an upper limit of the IT, we have chosen the atomic
n2 P1/2 state as zero point (consistent with Ref. 5).
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In Fig. 6.1 we display the photo ion yield of Rb and Cs doped HeN with an average
size of R̄ = 52 − 55 Å as well as Gaussian error function fits (eq. 6.1). One can see that
the ionization threshold is lowered for both Ak species by a small amount ∆IT. We also
see that ∆IT is a function of the Ak species, which we will explain in terms of diatomic
Ak+ He potentials. L2 was scanned continuously in the case of Rb-HeN and stepwise
in the case of Cs-HeN , which explains the different illustrations (Rb: line, Cs: dots) in
Figs. 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. The dots represent an average of ∼ 1.3 × 103 laser shots of L2.

Figure 6.1.: Photo ion yield of Rb+ -HeN (black) and Cs+ -HeN (blue) complexes
as a function of the photon energy of L2 relative to the IT of free Rb and Cs,
respectively. The mean droplet size N̄ is ∼ 13 − 15 × 103 He atoms, which is
equivalent to R̄ = 52 − 55 Å. The gray vertical line represents the ionization
threshold of Rb (Cs) atoms from their n2 P1/2 states (Rb: n = 5, Cs: n = 6) and
serves as zero point for the abscissa scale. The Cs+ -HeN signals are scaled to the
height of the signal of Rb+ -HeN (smoothed). An error function fit has been applied.
The black (blue) colored vertical line represents the ionization threshold of Rb (Cs)
doped HeN measured with this technique. Features of the signals and the fits are
discussed in the text.

Besides the influence of the Ak species on ∆IT we observe that ∆IT is also a function
of the He droplet size. The HeN size is determined by the source conditions, 29 so that the
mean radius R̄ can be varied by either changing the nozzle pressure or the temperature.
In Fig. 6.2 the photo ion yields of Rb (Cs) doped HeN with different mean droplet radii
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are shown. One clearly sees that a larger HeN leads to a stronger decrease of the ionization energy. This is consistent with measurements on sodium (Na) doped He droplets. 151

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2.: Photo ion yield of Ak+ -HeN ((a) Ak=Rb, (b) Ak=Cs) complexes as
a function of the photon energy of L2 (same scale as in Fig. 6.1). The mean droplet
radius R̄ is varied: ∼ 55 (black), ∼ 40 (red), and ∼ 37 Å (blue). The gray vertical
line represents the ionization threshold of Ak from its n2 P1/2 (Rb: n = 5, Cs:
n = 6) state and serves as zero point for the abscissa scale. The signals are scaled
to the height of the signal of Ak+ -HeN ((a) Ak=Rb, (b) Ak=Cs) with R ∼ 55 Å
and are smoothed. An error function fit has been applied. The colored vertical
lines represent the ionization thresholds. Features of the signals and the fits are
discussed in the text.

In addition, the photon energy of L1 is varied within the bandwidth of the n2 P1/2
(2 Π1/2 ) ← n2 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ) on-droplet transition to show that this has no significant influence on the photo ion yield as a function of the wavelength of L2 (Fig. 6.3). In other
words, the Ak∗ -HeN relaxes in a pseudo-diatomic model into the lowest vibrational level
of the intermediate state potential, which is consistent with earlier findings in Refs. 1
and 4.
In Fig. 6.4, we display recorded mass spectra of Cs+ -HeN (N̄ ∼ 13 − 15 × 103 He
atoms) with L2 tuned to photon energies slightly above or below the listed IT for this
droplet size (6.1). For low photon energies, the observed size distribution shows that
only larger Cs-HeN were ionized, while higher energies are necessary to address smaller
complexes within the distribution. In the case of small mean droplet sizes N̄ the signal
decreases and cannot be described anymore by a lognormal distribution (Fig. 6.3 (b)).
The difference in estimated initial He droplet size and observed masses after ionization
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has several reasons: As described in detail in Ref. 4, HeN size reduction is partly due
to evaporation after the energy release caused by pick-up of the neutral atoms and after
photoionization followed by the formation of strongly bound helium snowballs around
the ion (loss of approximately 1000 He atoms 4,69 ). To a larger extent the discrepancy is
due to the sensitivity of our multi-channel-plate detector, which decreases strongly towards higher masses in the regime of our measurements. 146 The latter effect which may
be included in an instrumental function is even increased by the fact that our extraction
field is not large enough to efficiently pull the high masses out of the beam.

Figure 6.3.: Photo ion yield of Cs+ -HeN complexes (R̄ ∼ 55 Å) as a function of
the photon energy of L2 for two different photon energies of L1: 11197 (black) and
11221 cm−1 (blue) (same scale as in Fig. 6.1). The gray vertical line represents the
ionization threshold of Cs from its 62 P1/2 state and serves as zero point for the
abscissa scale. Features of the signals are discussed in the text.

In Tab. 6.1 we summarize the redshifts of the ionization threshold ∆IT of Rb and Cs
doped HeN . The listed error is a combination of the statistical error (∼ 5 cm−1 ), the
remaining uncertainty of the electric field (∼ 3 cm−1 ) and an uncertainty due to the finite depth of the intermediate n2 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) potential (∼ 5 cm−1 ). As explained above,
the derived values of IT are based on the measured wavenumber of L2 and an energy
calibration set by the atomic n2 P1/2 level. This means that the IT for vertical ionization
out of the intermediate state may be larger by up to 5 cm−1 . For this reason, we list a
combined error with asymmetric boundaries. We also display recently published results,
which show the influence of the He droplet on the ionization threshold of sodium (Na)
atoms. 151 The decrease of the IT measured with our technique (PIE) can be compared
with the IT of Cs on HeN given in Ref. 5, where the IT was found to be lowered by
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4.: TOF mass spectra of Cs+ -HeN for three different photon energies of
L2. The values of L2 are given in relation to the observed ionization threshold of
Cs+ -HeN . The abscissa scale is given in numbers of He atoms. The He nanodroplets
have an initial size N̄ ∼ 13 − 15 × 103 He atoms, which is equivalent to R̄ ∼ 55 Å.
The signals were binned with a bin width of 100 He atoms, where the central
number is plotted in the graph. The signals are fitted using a lognormal function,
which describes the size distribution of HeN formed with our conditions in a proper
way. In (a) the droplet radius is set to ∼ 55 Å; in (b) to ∼ 37 Å

∼ 50 cm−1 for droplet sizes of R̄ ∼ 50 Å. There, a series of nS, nP, and nD states (up
to n ∼ 20) was fitted with the Rydberg formula. However, the formula may require
some adjustment for very high Rydberg states where the electron is far away from the
HeN , the Ak ion core dives into the He droplet surface, and the valence electron density
becomes negligibly small at the HeN . This is the case for electronic states slightly below the IT, where the classical atomic orbital radii are large compared to the droplet size.
The extrapolation of Rydberg state energies works well for molecules where the Rydberg state potentials have very similar potentials as the ground state molecular ion. For
an Ak atom on a HeN , the situation is different. In Fig. 6.5, we present a qualitative picture for Cs on HeN (N = 2000) to explain the situation. Energy potentials are sketched
for different ranges of excitation. The helium droplet surface is indicated by the dotted
line at about R = 27 Å. The Cs-HeN ground state 62 S1/2 (2 Σ1/2 ) has a well depth of
about 12 to 15 cm−1 (Ref. 105) and the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) potential one of about 5 cm−1 .
The potentials for states with principal quantum numbers up to n ∼ 10 exhibit a similar
qualitative shape by showing a strong repulsion towards the surface of the droplet. As
reported in Ref. 5, the situation changes for higher n. Measured excitation energies are
lower than for the corresponding free atoms which means that for the R-range of the
indicated Franck-Condon vertical excitation region the potential is lower than the free
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Table 6.1.: Influence of He droplets on the IT of alkali metals in dependence of
the mean HeN size N̄ and the mean radius R̄. The redshift of the IT is given in
relation to the free atom IT. The values of Na+ are taken from Ref. 151 (method
ZEKE electron spectroscopy).

cation
Rb+

Cs+
Na+

N̄ /He atoms
13-15×103
6.0×103
4.7×103
13.0×103
4.7×103
-

R̄ /Å
52-55
40
37
52
37
54
40
37

∆IT /cm−1
53 ± 15
44 ± 16
42 ± 15
39 ± 14
32 ± 14
145
130
125

atom energy. On the other hand, the Ak+ ion has its equilibrium position in the center of
the droplet and non-penetrating Rydberg states should have qualitatively similar potentials. According to Ref. 69, polarization of helium atoms located around the ion leads to
fairly rigid helium shells implying effectively an energy drop of almost 2000 cm−1 (using
the total energy per particle of Cs doped helium clusters with N = 128 from Ref. 69).
With the estimate of Ref. 125, the potential rises by approximately 150 cm−1 from the
center of the droplet to R = 0.9 Rdroplet . In this model, the rest of the energy difference
to the free Ak ion has to be “bridged” in the outer 10% of the helium droplet and the first
few Å outside. This is indicated by the dotted part of the ion potential. The measured
IT represents the value for “vertical ionization” from the minimum of the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 )
potential. Assuming similar shape of all Ak+ -HeN potentials, the measured trends from
heavy to light alkali atoms should correspond to the absolute depths of the ion in helium
potentials as the calculated values of Ref. 69 actually do. Also the trend from smaller to
larger droplets is in agreement with Galli et al. 69 , who upon an increase of the helium
cluster by a factor of 2 (from N = 64 to 128) find an increase in total binding of the ion
by 20%. Ak+ -He diatomic potentials were calculated by various authors and confirm
the trend. 63,120,121,156
Fig. 6.5 also shows that direct ionization from the ground state may yield a slightly
lower IT and provide the chance to obtain a further point on the potential energy
curve. As mentioned, a drawback consists of the uncertainty due to signal contributions
from fragmentation products. Rydberg states close to the IT should approach a similar
potential shape and shed more light on the dynamics of the ion core “diving” into the
nanoscale superfluid. Further theoretical calculations along the lines of Ref. 69 would
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Figure 6.5.: Approximate energy potentials of Cs-HeN and Cs+ -HeN for N = 2000
and R ∼ 27 Å. Ψ2 and Franck-Condon vertical excitation region relevant to the
experimental excitation scheme are indicated. Energy values are only approximate
as explained in the text. The dotted line near R ∼ 27 Å shows the boundary of the
helium droplet.

certainly help our understanding of this fundamentally interesting system.

6.2. Rydberg state dynamics
The excitation of Ak atoms on He droplets to different electronic states goes along with
a droplet-induced broadening of the transition. In the case of Cs the broadening exceeds
the energy spacing between two levels at ∼ 200 cm−1 below the ionization threshold,
which is lowered by ∼ 40 cm−1 . Cs atoms are excited close to the ionization threshold in
a resonant two-photon excitation scheme with two pulsed lasers (1st Coherent Indigo-S,
2nd dye laser). By using the 62 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state as intermediate state the Cs atom is
fully attached to the droplets surface during the excitation process. The highly excited
state is then ionized by means of a pulsed electric field, which is built up in ∼ 20 ns.
By variation of the delay time one can examine the lifetime or the dynamics of the
highly excited state by monitoring the amount of produced Cs+ and Cs+ -Hen . The ion
signal of Cs+ and Cs+ -He with different delay times of the pulsed field is displayed in
Fig. 6.6. The lasers (L1, L2) were set to photon energies of 11197 and 20140 cm−1 . The
droplet beam and with this the Cs atom has a velocity of ∼ 400 m/s and the entrance of
the acceleration grid in our TOF-apparatus has a diameter of ∼ 25 mm. The laser foci
should be set to the center position of the grids in beam direction. A reliable ion signal
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6.: Rydberg states dynamics. Cs+ (a) and Cs+ -He (b) have been monitored for different delay times of the pulsed field after laser excitation ∼ 25 cm−1
below the ionization threshold. Features of the signal are explained in the text.

can then only be achieved within a delay time of ∼ 5000 ns.
If the electric field is present before the laser pulses, the atom is directly ionized due to
the lower ionization threshold. In the case of a delayed field (t>0µs) the atom is excited
to a high Rydberg state and is then ionized by means of the electric field. The Cs+
signal rapidly decreases to a nearly constant value. Instead the Cs+ -He signal increases
and reaches a constant value, too. Let us first discuss the nearly constant asymptotic
value. The lifetime scales with n*3 so that a HR state of Cs (n ∼ 100) should have a
lifetime in the millisecond range, which explains the asymptotic behavior of our signal.
Remarkable is the rapid decrease at t ∼ 0 of the Cs+ -signal and the increase of Cs+ He. Usually one would not expect the decrease as the ionization probability is high for
field ionization. The increase of the Cs+ -He signal could be connected to the Sekatskii
atom. 152 The ionic core of the Cs atom penetrates the He droplet stronger if the electron radius is increased, so that the distance between Cs and He droplet could be lowered.
Nevertheless, for the existence of a Cs-HeN Rydberg complex the electron density of
the valence electron of the Cs atom should exceed the size of the droplet, so that the
droplet mostly interacts with the positively charged Ak atom core. We can compare this
size with the radius of the He droplet. According to Ref. 80 the expectation value of
the orbital radius r in Å is given by
hri =


a0  ∗2
3n − l(l + 1) .
2

(6.2)

n∗ is the effective main quantum number: n∗ = n − δ(n, l), δ(n, l) is quantum defect,
and a0 the Bohr radius. In an approximation we neglect δ(n, l) for highly excited states
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(e.g. n > 50):
hri ∼

0.53 2
3n ,
2

(6.3)

which gives an expectation value of hri ∼ 2000 Å (n = 50) and exceeds the He droplet
radius by far. We have neglected that the electron density of the valence electron in the
core region is not zero until the magnetic quantum number reaches high values (l > 10).
To directly observe the existence of the proposed Sekatskii atom 152 we intend to monitor
the lifetime of Ak+ -HeN as well as to excite the Ak atoms into levels with large l in the
future. The already tested ZEKE detection mechanism could also gain new insights.
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7. Alkali-metal clusters in their lowand high-spin states on He
nanodroplets
Besides single alkali-metal atoms on helium droplets we examined small rubidium (Rb) and cesium (Cs) clusters, too. The study of these clusters is
intended to fill the knowledge gap between single atoms and bulk material. He
nanodroplets are a nearly ideal matrix for preparing and investigating clusters
in a superfluid environment. Alkali-metal atoms are only bound very weakly
to their surface by van-der-Waals forces. Due to the formation process highspin states of alkali-metal clusters on He nanodroplets are favorably observed,
which is in contrast to the abundance in other preparation processes. Until
now the prevailing opinion was that stable clusters of the heavy alkali-metal
atoms, Rb and Cs on He nanodroplets, are limited to 5 or 3 atoms, respectively (Schulz et al., P hys. Rev. Lett., 2004, 92, 13401) 157 . Here, we present
+
stable complexes of Rb+
n and Csn consisting of up to n = 30 atoms, with the
detection of large alkali-metal clusters being strongly enhanced by one-photon
ionization. Our results also suggest that we monitored both high-spin and
low-spin state clusters created on nanodroplets. The van-der-Waals bound
high-spin alkali-metal clusters should show strong magnetic behavior, while
low-spin states are predicted to exhibit metallic characteristics. Alkali-metal
clusters prepared in these two configurations appear to be ideal candidates for
investigating nanosized particles with ferromagnetic or metallic properties.
After a small review of droplet flow, droplet sizes, and energy considerations, we present our results, which have been published in J. Chem. Phys. A
Jan. P. Toennies Festschrift 115 (2011), 7005 (Ref. 3)

7.1. Introduction
The design and development of nanoscaled materials is of large interest in modern material science. Relatively small clusters of atoms with tailored properties may be created
as building blocks for new materials. Moreover, the binding properties, the formation
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process and the stability of small atomic clusters are important for the understanding of
larger nanoparticles. Alkali-metal (Ak) atoms are ideal candidates for the observation
of a property change of the clusters with spin configuration and accordingly different
electronic shell structure 73 . Recently, size-dependent stable configurations of both lowand high-spin states have been theoretically examined 158 .
Here, we observe the formation and stability of Akn clusters with n ≤ 30 consisting of
rubidium (Rb) and cesium (Cs) atoms on a superfluid helium substrate. So far, clusters
of heavy Ak atoms created on He nanodroplets (HeN ) had only been discovered for small
cluster sizes n ≤ 5 (3) for Rb (Cs) 157 . Due to the formation process, observation of Ak
clusters in high-spin states is strongly favored, 39 so the question arises whether larger
Rb (Cs) clusters also exist in high-spin states on HeN . On large helium nanodroplets,
also low-spin states of Akn may exist, if the deposited binding energy does not destroy
the nanodroplet.

Figure 7.1.: Schematic of an alkali-metal cluster doped He droplet in different spin
states.

7.2. Calculations of He droplet flows, droplet sizes,
and energies
The formation of high-spin (HS) and low-spin (LS) alkali-metal (Ak) clusters on He
droplets is connected to energy considerations and initial droplet sizes, which are described in Sec. 1.2. The production of clusters in different spin states could be linked
with surface physics, if one is able to use the He droplet as a carrier to deposit clusters
on cold surfaces. In this case, the corresponding surface properties could be studied
with different methods. Mozhayskiy et al. demonstrated that the most gentle method to
deposit clusters on a surface, namely to use He droplets as a carrier, works in principle. 31
Recently, this method has been used to deposit large Agn (n ∼ 300 − 6000) clusters on
an amorphous carbon substrate. 159
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7.2. He droplet flows and sizes
In the following, we estimate (i) the HeN flow, (ii) the HeN size distribution, and (iii)
compare these with deposited energies of small clusters in a short review.
(i) The He flow has been calculated in Sec. 1.2 (eqs. 1.15 - 1.18). (ii) The size
distribution has been described in Sec. 1.2 (eq. 1.21) and follows a log-normal distribution
(lnN −µ)2

1
for the subcritical expansion regime: P (N ) = √2πN
e− 2δ2 . µ and δ are the mean and
δ
standard deviation, respectively, of the variable’s natural logarithm. The mean number
N̄ of He atoms, the median value Nm , the maximum of the size distribution Nmax , and
the full width at half maximum ∆N1/2 are then given by (Fig. 7.2)

N̄ = exp (µ +

σ2
),
2

(7.1)

Nm = exp (µ),
Nmax = exp (µ − σ 2 ),

(7.2)
√

√

∆N1/2 = exp (µ − σ 2 + σ 2 ln 2) − exp (µ − σ 2 − σ 2 ln 2).

(7.3)
(7.4)

Measured values of droplet sizes obtained at different stagnation pressures p0 and nozzle
temperatures T0 can be found in Ref. 29. With droplet size scaling laws as found in Ref.
160 we can estimate intermediate values used in our experiments (Tab. 7.1).
Table 7.1.: Typical droplet sizes for different source conditions: T0 and p0 with
fixed nozzle diameter d = 5 µm

p0 /bar T0 /K
40
12.0
40
13.5
40
15.0
40
16.0
40
17.0
40
18.0
40
20.0
40
22.0
40
24.0

µ
9.645
9.29
8.91
8.74
8.54
8.29
7.73
7.36
6.46

σ
0.610
0.612
0.607
0.662
0.603
0.573
0.528
0.407
0.426

N̄
18600
13000
8900
7700
6100
4700
2600
1700
700

Nm
15500
10800
7400
6200
5100
4000
2300
1600
640

Nmax ∆N1/2
Ref.
10600 16640 estimated
7400 11700 29
5100
8000 29
4000
6900 29
3600
5500 29
2900
4200 29
1700
2300 29
1300
1300 29
530
550 29

We can then estimate the total number of droplets with a specific size using the He
flow and the size distribution. Let us keep in mind that the sum of all He droplets
multiplied with their specific atom size has to equal the total number of He atoms. The
size distribution P (N ) has then to be scaled with the He flow I0 and the mean number
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Figure 7.2.: Calculated normalized He droplet size distributions with a stagnation pressure of 40 bar. With higher temperatures the droplets shrink in size and
the distributions become narrower. Vertical lines represent Nmax , Nm , and N̄ as
described in the text.

N̄ , given by
R
Z
P (N )N dN
σ2
= P (N )N dN = exp (µ + ),
N̄ = R
(7.5)
2
P (N )dN
R
where P (N ) is already normalized ( P (N )dN = 1). With the normalized size distribution and
Z
N̄ = P (N )N dN ,
(7.6)
Z
I0,i
!
ci P (N )N dN = I0,i → ci =
,
(7.7)
N̄
where ci is a constant factor dependent on the initial source conditions, we obtain the
He droplet size probability in s−1 sr−1
I0 × P (N )
(7.8)
N̄
The integration of Pdrop multiplied with the specific droplet size leads again to the He
flow
Z
Z
Z
P (N )
I0
Pdrop N dN = I0
N dN =
P (N )N dN = I0
(7.9)
N̄
N̄
Pdrop (N ) =
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Figure 7.3.: Semilogarithmic plot of calculated He droplet numbers with a stagnation pressure of 40 bar. With higher temperatures the droplets shrink in size and
the distributions become narrower.

In Fig. 7.3 calculated numbers of He droplets Pdrop are displayed for different nozzle
temperatures.
The pick-up of any particle leads to an energy transfer from the kinetic energy of the
dopant (E = kb2T ) into the evaporation of He atoms from the droplet (∼ 5 cm−1 per He
atom 26 ). By this process the droplets shrink in size. The droplet size distribution as
well as its proposed shrinking will be of importance in the next Sections, when observing
larger Ak clusters of Rb and Cs.

7.3. Experimental
He nanodroplets are generated using our droplet beam apparatus, which has already
been described in Refs. 2,46. In brief, HeN are formed in a supersonic expansion of He
gas (Air Liquide, Alphagaz 2, grade 6.0) with a stagnation pressure of 40 bar through
a 5 µm nozzle. The average size N̄ of the HeN can be steered by varying the nozzle
temperature 26 . After creation the nanodroplets are doped by passing through Ak vapor located in a heated pick-up cell, which contains bulk Ak. Rb and Cs samples are
loaded into the pick-up cell under argon gas. The cell is operated at ∼ 405 K for Rb and
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∼ 390 K for Cs in order to generate about 1 − 2 × 10−3 mbar vapor pressure.
When several atoms are picked up by one He nanodroplet Ak clusters are formed in the
cold environment. Energy considerations favor the survival of nanodroplets with spin polarized Ak atom clusters, which can be explained by looking at the example of Rb dimers.
The binding energy Eb of Rb2 strongly depends on the spin states, with Eb = 3875 cm−1
for singlet states and 252 cm−1 for triplets 161 . Under usual thermal conditions only the
singlet state can be observed due to its higher stability. On the He nanodroplet the large
binding energy when forming low-spin clusters leads to a large release of energy into the
nanodroplet. This excess energy causes evaporation of He (∼ 5 cm−1 per He atom 26 ),
so that the He nanodroplets shrink in size and can be destroyed. In general, the smaller
the binding energy the more probable will be the existence of large Ak clusters on HeN .
The pick-up process for Ak clusters itself shows a non-Poissonian behavior 46,47 , which is
a convolution of the Poissonian pick-up and a spin-dependent component.
We have summarized available calculated binding energies Eb of Rb and Cs for clusters in high- and low-spin states in Tab. 7.2, whereby the binding energies for Rb and
Cs are of the same order. Ab initio studies of cesium (Cs), sodium (Na) and potassium (K) clusters in their low-spin states have been published for n ≤ 20 (Na: n ≤ 10,
K: n ≤ 20). By trend, the calculated total binding energy divided by the cluster size
(”binding energy per atom”) increases with the cluster size. 162–164 . So far, only for Lin
and Nan (n = 1 − 12) the binding energies in their high-spin states have been derived
in a systematic comparison (cf. Ref. 158). We assume a similar qualitative behavior for
Rb and Cs.
A time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer (Jordan, angular reflectron time of flight D850) is placed along the beam axis about 35 cm downstream from the pick-up cell, which
allows us to detect all ionized molecules at one time. The Akn loaded He nanodroplets
are photo-ionized (Ti:Al2 O3 laser, Coherent Indigo, repetition rate 5 kHz, pulse width
< 0.5 cm−1 for the fundamental wavelength, pulse length ∼ 30 ns, frequency doubling
and tripling available). The used photon energies as well as the pulse fluences are given
in Tab. 7.3. The ionization threshold of bare Rb (Cs) atoms is known as 33691 cm−1
116,167
(31406 cm−1 ). The one of Cs2 is reported as ∼ 29200 cm−1 from the 1 Σ+
and
g state
∼ 26000 cm−1 from the 3 Σu state. For Cs3 an ionization limit of 24690 ± 30 cm−1 can
be found in Ref. 167. As the ionization threshold decreases with n down to the bulk
value, which is equivalent to the work function (Rb: 2.1 eV, Cs: 1.9 eV) 118 , the chosen
photon energies of frequency doubled and tripled Ti:Al2 O3 radiation allow to ionize large
clusters by an one-photon process, which is essential for avoiding strong fragmentation.
Critical Akn cluster sizes for submersion as calculated in Ref. 168 are not reached, so
that they tend to reside in a dimple on the surface of the He nanodroplet. Moreover, bulk
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Table 7.2.: Total binding energies for small Rb and Cs clusters in different spin
states given in cm−1 . In addition, the numbers of He atoms is given, which evaporate through the cluster formation process and the Ak atom pick-up process (Rb:
∼ 170 He atoms per pick-up, Cs: ∼ 240) 45 from HeN as given in Ref. 26.

−1

Cluster
Rb2
Rb3
Cs2
Cs3
Cs3
Cs4
Cs5
Cs6
Cs7
Cs8
Cs9
Cs10
..
.

cm
3875
5321
3629
4597
7130
8711
11227
16204
18970
24753
28149
..
.

Cs20

63556

low-spin
evaporated He atoms
1120
1580
1210

−1

1650
2400
2950
3700
4940
5740
7140
8070
..
.

cm
250
939
267
1144
..
.

17590

-

high-spin
evaporated He atoms
390
700
530
950

..
.

Reference
161
165
161
166
162
162
162
162
162
162
162
162
..
.
162

Cs is not wetted by superfluid He, 169 so that immersion into the HeN is unlikely. With
our measurement technique we cannot determine, if larger Ak clusters are wetted or not.

7.4. Results and discussion
Variation of the nanodroplet size was achieved by changing the nozzle temperature at
a fixed helium backing pressure of 40 bar and nozzle diameter of 5 µm. References 26
and 29 present scaling laws for the mean helium nanodroplet size and the size distribution versus nozzle temperature and pressure. At 40 bar, the data and corresponding
curves become somewhat unreliable for nozzle temperatures below 13 K. Below about
10.5 K, an abrupt change occurs when the expansion conditions change from subcritical
to supercritical where much larger nanodroplets, up to several 106 He atoms each, are
formed. It seems that the scaling displayed in Ref. 26 overestimates nanodroplet sizes
under subcritical conditions in the 11 to 13 K range. In this range, there is a considerable
deviation from the scaling formula given by Knuth 160 . In the higher temperature range,
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Table 7.3.: Photon energies and estimated pulse fluence applied in the experiments
for the different ionization processes and Ak clusters

Ak
Rb
Cs
Cs
Cs

photon energy (cm−1 )
33584
32955
26535
11200

pulse fluence (mJ/cm2 )
∼ 0.7
∼ 1.0
∼ 2.6
∼ 28.0

ionization process
one-photon
one-photon
one- and multi-photon
multi-photon

the results of the different authors agree reasonably well. We used Knuth’s results for
N̄i . A lognormal distribution was applied for Tn = 12.0, 13.5 and 15 K 29 in order to calculate survival chances (Tab. 7.4) for He nanodroplets loaded with Akn clusters setting
free a corresponding amount of energy and burning off the number of He atoms listed in
Tab. 7.2. This means that we took into account the complete size distribution including
the large sizes as correctly as possible in this model. At large initial nanodroplet sizes
(N̄i ∼ 18600 He atoms) we monitored cluster sizes up to n = 30 (21) atoms for Rb
(Cs) with one-photon ionization (Fig. 7.4). The signals at cluster sizes n = 5, 9 compared to the one at cluster sizes n − 1 and n + 1 are larger, which can be interpreted
as stable Ak+
n formations. This agrees with theoretical investigations of W. Ekardt et
170
al. . Moreover, the signal alternates between even and odd n. The actual measured
intensities do therefore not reflect the stability of Akn cluster on the HeN , but directly
reflect the stability of Ak+
n . The different absolute values for the different species can be
explained by different excess energies and dissociation energies of the Ak+
n . Besides, it is
obvious that the cluster size in the case of Rb exceeds the one of Cs, which reflects the
larger amount of energy deposited into the nanodroplet by pick-up and bonding for Cs
than for Rb. Major electronic shell closures in free Akn (n = 8, 20, 40, ...) can be found
in the experimental pioneer work of this topic 171 . In several review articles (e.g. Ref.
172) further shell closures (n = 18, 34, ...) are discussed. Please note, that our measured
abundances can have systematic errors due to (a) the lower sensitivity of our detector
at higher masses and (b) the influence of a further electrical field in the TOF apparatus,
which is needed to direct the ions into the detector.
In the previous work of C. P. Schulz et al. 157 , who observed only sizes of up to n = 5(3)
atoms for Rb (Cs) clusters, it was argued that the large SO-coupling of these two Ak
atoms results in a spin flip, where excess energy is converted into the evaporation of
He atoms 157 . It was further argued that the nonexistence of stable high-spin states for
larger cluster sizes is evidently shown by the non-observation of cluster sizes beyond
n = 5(3). 35,157 .
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+
Figure 7.4.: Size distribution of Rb+
n (red) and Csn (blue) clusters per laser pulse.
The size distribution reflects the stability of such clusters. Features of the prominent
signals at n = 5 and n = 9 are explained in the text as well as those at n = 21 and
n = 28.

In our one-photon ionization data for Rb and Cs we see prominent ion intensities at
n = 5 and n = 9, which were previously monitored for sodium (Na) and potassium
(K) 157 . In this previous work, another maximum for n = 21 (K) was shown. We cannot
find such a strong maximum for Rb (Cs) in our TOF experiments, but we also see an
increased signal for Rb+
21 . In addition to those three stable cluster sizes, we find a strong
decrease in intensity beyond n = 28 (Fig. 7.4).
To determine the open question, if we see low- or high-spin states of Ak clusters we
further observed Cs clusters in two ways: i) we used different photon energies and ii) we
used different initial nanodroplet sizes.
i) Three different photon energies: ν̃ = 32955, 26535 and 11200 cm−1 were used, to
study the competition between one-photon ionization and multi-photon ionization in the
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case of large initial nanodroplets sizes (N̄i ∼ 18600 He atoms). In the multi-photon ionization scheme (ν̃ = 11200 cm−1 ) we can identify only oligomers up to n = 3 (Fig. 7.5),
which is in agreement with Refs. 35,157.

−1
Figure 7.5.: Size distribution of Cs+
n clusters obtained at ν̃ = 11200 cm . Features
of the signals are explained in the text.

For a photon energy of ν̃ = 32955 cm−1 only one-photon ionization will occur. For
ν̃ = 26535 cm−1 we assume that at least trimers are ionized directly. A comparison for
the two different photon energies is plotted in Fig. 7.6. By trend, the two plots show the
same stable cluster sizes at prominent numbers (n = 5, 9, 19) and an even-odd alternation. The difference in signal heights for n = 1, 2 and n ≥ 2 for both photon energies can
be well explained. The energy difference between photon energy and ionization threshold leads to fragmentation, where the most stable complexes in this process are n = 1, 2.
With a photon energy of ν̃ = 32955 cm−1 more fragmentation will occur than in the
case of ν̃ = 26535 cm−1 , for which the ratio of signals at n = 1, 2 and n ≥ 2 is lower.
We can see that the ionization process plays a large role, especially for the multi-photon
ionization, where no larger clusters than n = 3 can be found.
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Figure 7.6.: Size distribution of Cs+
n clusters obtained at different photon energies
per laser pulse. Features of the signals are explained in the text.

ii) The initial nanodroplet size was varied by changing the nozzle temperature, while
we kept the photon energy fixed (ν̃ = 32955 cm−1 ). In Fig. 7.7 we plotted the measured
intensities of Cs+
n clusters (n = 2, 3, 5, 7, 9) for different HeN sizes.
At large initial nanodroplet sizes we can identify all Cs+
n sizes. At smaller nanodroplet
size the signal shrinks for all sizes. When we compare the signals for n = 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 for
different nanodroplet sizes, we see that the decrease of signals for n = 5, 7, 9 compared
to those of n = 2, 3 is stronger for small initial droplet sizes than for large ones.
The probabilities to form Akn in a high-spin configuration was derived in Ref. 47 and
is given as n+1
. For n = 9 this is ∼ 2.0% (n = 7: ∼ 6.3%, n = 5: ∼ 18.8%, n = 3:
2n
50.0%, n = 2: 75.0%). All others will release additional energy by a spin-flip process 47
or by the higher binding energy of low-spin configurations. There is no indication that a
spontaneous spin-flip of high-spin clusters occurs on HeN . Therefore we believe that the
nanodroplets carry Akn in both spin configurations limited only by the energy released
through pick-up and formation. On large nanodroplets, this gives room for cold Akn of
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Figure 7.7.: Measured intensity for Cs+
n (n = 2, 3, 5, 9) per laser pulse obtained at
different nozzle temperatures. Initial nanodroplet sizes N̄i given in number of He
atoms have been estimated using the model given in Ref. 160.

high- and low-spin.
We do not have an explicit proof for the existence of high-spin clusters of Csn with
n > 3. But to underline the existence of high-spin Akn , we compare the energy release
with the subsequent survival chance of the nanodroplet for different nanodroplet sizes.
The formation probability does not mean that the Akn in a certain spin-configuration
survives the formation process, because of a spin-dependent energy release, which is
transformed into He evaporation. The survival chance of the Akn loaded nanodroplet
can be estimated by comparing the energy release due to the pick-up process of Cs atoms
(∼ 1200 cm−1 per Cs atom according to Ref. 45, which is equivalent to the evaporation
of 240 He atoms) and the Cs cluster formation (Tab. 7.2) with the nanodroplet size.
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With this, the total shrinking of the nanodroplet given in He atoms can be estimated
for n = 2: ∼ 1200 (∼ 530, high spin), n = 3: ∼ 1650 (∼ 950, high spin), n = 5: ∼ 2950,
n = 7: ∼ 4940, n = 9: ∼ 7140 (only low-spin values known).
There are several models, which estimate the He atoms burned off before the Akn
desorbs: (i) Vongehr and Kresin proposed that, if the spin becomes less than maximal,
the Akn cluster relaxes back into the low-spin ground state and desorbs. The nanodroplet, which is decreased in size, can pick up Ak atoms again. 47 Recently published
results favor a model (ii), where only the burn-off of He atoms near the droplet surface is allowed for the aggregate to remain stable. More burn-off leads to a blowing
of the whole cluster. 30 This would mean that mostly high-spin states have a chance to
survive. For example, assuming a uniform He density, nanodroplets with the size of
8400 He atoms have ∼ 1180 He atoms in the outer shell region, which is equivalent to
a maximum energy release of ∼ 5900 cm−1 . In this case the abundance of Cs9 becomes
improbable for smaller nanodroplet sizes. By comparing the approximate number of
outer He atoms with the total energy release we can estimate, if a cluster can survive
the formation process according to model (ii) (cf. Tab. 7.4). The extreme case (iii)
that all He atoms have to evaporate before disintegration seems rather unlikely, but will
be considered. With model (ii) and (iii) we estimate the survival chances for low-spin
Csn . We compare the initial nanodroplet size distribution as given in Ref. 29 with the
proposed shrinking in size due to the pick-up process of Cs atoms (∼ 1200 cm−1 per Cs
atom according to Ref. 45, which is equivalent to the evaporation of ∼ 240 He atoms)
and the Cs cluster formation (Tab. 7.2). The HeN distribution for Tn = 12 K was estimated by extrapolating the experimental data. By transforming the nanodroplet size
distribution from He atoms into energy (1 He atom equals ∼ 5 cm−1 ) and comparing this
with the total energy release due to pick-up and cluster formation we can estimate the
chance of survival of the nanodroplet (cf. Tab. 7.4). The normalized size distribution
was integrated from zero to the HeN size needed for a total burn off (model (iii), Cs9 :
7140 He atoms). The average size within the droplet distribution must not be mixed
up with the most probable droplet size. E.g. nanodroplets with N i = 13000 He atoms
consist to ∼ 25% of sizes smaller than 7140 He atoms so that ∼ 75% can survive the formation process according to model (iii). On the other hand, droplets with N i = 18600
He atoms consist to ∼ 42% of sizes larger than 18000 He atoms so that ∼ 42% can
survive the formation of low-spin Cs20 . This extreme example should only tell us that
there is some chance of these He droplets to carry even a low-spin Cs20 . How about
high-spin Cs clusters? Unfortunately the binding energies per atom are not known. For
high-spin clusters of Li and Na, de Visser, Danovich, and Shaik (Ref. 158) calculated
the corresponding values with the result that for cluster sizes around 10, they approach
about three times the value of the high-spin trimer binding energy per atom. If we take
our own calculated high-spin Cs3 binding energy of 1144 cm−1 (cf. Tab. 7.2, Ref. 166),
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i.e. about 400 cm−1 per atom, we may use about 1200 cm−1 per atom for a Cs10 to Cs20
binding estimate. Including the energy release per pick-up, formation of a Cs10 high-spin
cluster should burn off ∼ 4800 He atoms, formation of high-spin Cs20 should reduce the
droplet by ∼ 9600 He atoms, roughly half of the evaporation caused by low-spin Cs20 (cf.
Tab. 7.2). According to model (iii), almost 90% of the droplets with N i = 18600 would
survive formation of high-spin Cs20 compared to 42% for low-spin formation. According
to Fig. 7.6 the Cs20 signal of ∼ 3 × 10−5 counts/pulse compares with the Cs signal of
∼ 3 × 10−2 counts/pulse, which indicates a relative abundance of 10−3 . The formation
probability if high-spin Cs20 is only 2 × 10−5 but its survival rate should be high.
As for model (ii), the number of He atoms in the droplet surface layer is ∼ 440 for
a He2000 droplet and ∼ 10000 for He100000 assuming an average He-He separation of
0.222 nm 27 . If only the evaporation of the surface layer should be decisive for the survival of droplets, we should not have detected Cs20 at all. Model (i) with relaxation
of intermediate spin configuration and subsequent desorption, can unfortunately not be
commented by us, because we have no way to observe intermediate processes.

Table 7.4.: Estimated survival chances for He nanodroplets according to model (ii)
and (iii) after formation of Csn (low-spin)

Tn (K)
12.0 K
13.5 K
15.0 K

Ni

model
(ii)
∼ 18600
(iii)
(ii)
∼ 13000
(iii)
(ii)
∼ 9000
(iii)

Cs3
∼ 58%
> 99%
∼ 35%
> 99%
∼ 15%
> 99%

Cs5
∼ 11%
> 99%
∼ 4%
∼ 98%
< 1%
∼ 94%

Cs7
∼ 1%
∼ 97%
< 1%
∼ 90%
< 1%
∼ 75%

Cs9
< 1%
∼ 90%
< 1%
∼ 75%
< 1%
∼ 50%

Cs20
< 1%
∼ 42%
< 1%
∼ 21%
< 1%
∼ 7%

We have no indication that the Ak clusters dissociate or change their spin configuration on the cold nanodroplets unless they are excited or ionized with laser radiation.
Therefore we believe that the nanodroplets carry Akn in both spin configurations limited
only by the energy released through pick-up and formation. On large nanodroplets, this
gives room for cold Akn of high- and low-spin.

7.5. Conclusions
We have shown that Rbn (Csn ) with n > 5 (n > 3) on HeN exist. The detection process, here photo-ionization, has a strong influence on fragmentation of the Akn . Only
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one-photon ionization leads to a conclusive observation of meaningful cluster size distributions. The excess energy has an influence on the Ak+
n distribution, too. Based on
energy considerations, we believe that we find both low-spin and high-spin Akn cluster
configurations for Csn (n > 3).
The bonding character of high- and low-spin Akn differs strongly with large magnetic
moments in the first case 73 and delocalization of valence electrons in the second 74 . It
will therefore be interesting to examine two types in detail experimentally. Studies in
inhomogeneous magnetic (Stern-Gerlach) 173 and electric fields 174 may offer the chance
for deeper insights.
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The present work investigates the interaction of single rubidium (Rb) and cesium (Cs)
atoms with helium droplets (HeN ), the interaction of positively charged Rb and Cs ions
with HeN , and the examination of small Rb and Cs clusters on HeN . The main results
are summarized below.

Rb and Cs atoms on He droplets
Alkali-metal atoms are surface-located when picked up by He droplets. They tend to
form a dimple on the surface of the HeN with a dimple size correlated to the Ak atom
size. Due to the surface location one can describe the system in a pseudo-diatomic
model with the Ak atoms as one atom and the He droplet as other. Normally, the
Ak atoms detach from the surface when electronically excited. When Rb (Cs) atoms
are excited with photon energies close to the D1 -line of the bare atom they show an
unusual behavior: this excited state system is stable, meaning that the Ak atom does
not desorb and relaxes back into its electronic ground state fully attached to the He
droplet. The atom can be re-excited from its ground state. Experimental investigations
can be explained by theoretical findings, which underline the stability of this fragile
system. In addition, Rb (Cs) can then be further excited from this first excited state
n2 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) (Rb: n = 5, Cs: n = 6) to higher electronic states.

Interaction between Rb+ and Cs+ ions and He
droplets
The alkali-metal atom polarizes the He atoms only slightly, so that the alkali-metal atom
does not immerse into the He droplet. The interaction between Ak atom and He droplet
changes dramatically when an electron is removed. The Ak+ polarizes He atoms in a
much stronger way, so that He atoms try to surround the positively charged ion. The
depth well between Ak+ and He is so deep that the mean distance between two He atoms
lies in the repulsive part of the corresponding potential energy curves. As a conclusion
the He density exceeds the crystallization limit and one speaks of a snowball. In our
experiments we find shells and magic numbers of He atoms around the Ak+ , which agree
well with theoretical findings. In addition Cs+
2 -Hem also shows a preferred structure.
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The strong interaction can also be used to locate a positive charge in the He droplet: a
single Rb (Cs) ion can be created in a resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI) scheme on
the surface of the droplet when using the non-desorbing n2 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 ) state. In time-offlight mass spectra one can clearly identify the immersion of the ion into the droplet at
large masses (> 4000 amu). Only ionization through the non-desorbing n2 P1/2 (2 Π1/2 )
state leads to a high ion yield of Ak+ -HeN .
Due to the strong attraction between positively charge Ak core and He droplet the
ionization threshold is lowered by a small amount. This effect depends on the size of the
He droplet. For large He droplets the shift in the IT is stronger than for small droplets.
A comparison with Na atoms shows that this shift is also a function of the alkali-metal
species. The diatomic Ak+ He energy potentials help to explain the trend that ∆IT is
larger for light Ak ions (Na+ ) than for heavy Ak+ ions (Rb+ , Cs+ ).

Rb and Cs clusters on He droplets
Alkali-metal clusters can be created on He droplets by the pick-up of single Ak atoms
and a subsequent cluster formation process. In general, high-spin clusters have a lower
binding energy than low-spin states so that the preferred cluster state should be a lowspin state. On He droplets the binding energy is transformed into the evaporation of
He atoms, which goes along with a possible destruction of the droplet. Therefore on
He droplets high-spin states are favorably observed. In our time-of-flight mass spectra
we see Akn cluster sizes up to n = 30 (Rb) and n = 20 (Cs). A comparison between
monitored clusters sizes at different He droplet sizes with binding energies and formation
probabilities let us assume that we observe both, high-spin and low-spin cluster of these
sizes.
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A. Appendix
Typical He droplet sizes and radii
Within this thesis and in several of our works the He droplet sizes were of great importance. We therefore display a short table with typical mean sizes of He droplets and
their radii, which may be of practical importance. The radial size of the He droplet is
expected as spherical in the ground state so that its radius can be estimated easily with
the equilibrium distance between single He atoms
R = r0 N 1/3 .

(A.1)

r0 = 2.22 Å is the unit radius of 4 He and N is the number of He atoms in the cluster. 32
Typical combinations of stagnation pressure p0 and nozzle temperature T0 (for orifices of
a 5 µm diameter) to obtain N̄ have been measured in Ref. 29. With droplet size scaling
laws 160 missing values can be estimated. The often used pressure p0 = 60 bar is superior
to p0 = 40 bar in terms of intensity as the mass flow scales with √pT00 . Unfortunately only
vague measurements of N̄ with p0 = 60 bar in Ref. 26 are known to us. Therefore we
recommend to use pressures p0 of 40 or 80 bar instead of 60 bar, if one needs to know the
He droplet sizes precisely in an experiment. Please note that the He droplet sizes have
a size distribution, which is lognormal in the subcritical expansion mode, with N̄ as the
average cluster size. As a rule of thumb the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
this size distribution equals N̄ , so that ∆N ∼ N̄ .
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A. Appendix

Table A.1.: Typical mean He droplet sizes N̄ and radii R̄ for different combinations
of p0 and T0 . a In Ref. 175 N̄ is given with 8900 He atoms (R̄ ∼ 46.0 Å). We
estimate for this combination N̄ = 9400 He atoms (R̄ ∼ 46.6 Å).

N̄ / He atoms
0.7 × 103
1.0 × 103
1.7 × 103
2.0 × 103
2.1 × 103
2.2 × 103
2.6 × 103
3.0 × 103
3.1 × 103
4.0 × 103
4.7 × 103
5.0 × 103
5.2 × 103
6.0 × 103
6.1 × 103
6.5 × 103
7.0 × 103
7.7 × 103
8.0 × 103
8.4 × 103
a
8.9 × 103
9.0 × 103
9.5 × 103
10.0 × 103
10.5 × 103
11.8 × 103
12.0 × 103
12.2 × 103
13.0 × 103
14.8 × 103
16.6 × 103
18.6 × 103
20.9 × 103
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R̄ / Å
19.7
22.2
26.5
28.0
28.4
28.9
30.5
32.0
32.4
35.2
37.2
38.0
38.5
40.3
40.6
41.4
42.5
43.8
44.4
45.1
46.0
46.2
47.0
47.8
48.6
50.6
50.8
51.1
52.2
54.5
56.6
58.8
61.2

p0 / bar
40

T0 / K
24.0

40

22.0

29

80
60
40

26.0
22.4
20.0

29
26
29

80

24.0

29

40

18.0

29

60

19.4

26

40
80

17.0
20.0

29
29

40
60
40
40

16.0
17.5
15.5
15.0

80

18.0

40
40

14.5
14.0

estimated
estimated

60
40
40
40
40
40

15.4
13.5
13.0
12.5
12.0
11.5

26
29
estimated
estimated
estimated
estimated

Ref.
29

29
26
estimated
29
29

